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The

SCS student not crazy
for jumping from planes

VoL 54, No. 47
April 26, 1977

Chronicle

By JOHN MIKES

of St. Cloud State Universi1y

Steven Parker jumps out of
airplanes-for fun.
Parker is one of an
estimated 24,000 skydivers in
the United States.
"Sure, a lot of people think

-SA~ cuts, centralizes programming budgets
.,....sponsored were dropped to cut one-half.
· duplication of funds with
"Issues and Answers asked
The
Student - Activities ABOG's Films Committee.
for S4,500 for a major forum of
•Committee's (SAC) major " Money was given to ABOG speakers," said Mordick.
programming subcommittee for a special interest films "We felt the forum was on the
recommended
Wednesday series and to MEC for their same level as speakers in
cutting 54,200 from the Major Lectures Committee," Mor- MEC's lectures.
Events Council (MEC) budget dick said.
"But, their symposium and
and allocating the amount
" Besides (ABOG's) regular special
interest
speakers
requested · by the Atwood films series, Sl ,000 is being budgets will be kept," she
Board of Governors (ABOG), recommended for a special said.
Budgets planned for a mime
in keeping with SAC's intent interest series of films,'' she
jazz 'trio'; a
-to •-"cut and centralize" said. "Orgaitizations can .isk workshop,
1977-78 budg~t -fund,;(
for a special interest fil!P~~tj-...,_'"'(:Omedian and the French
· ••ABOG did get their it 'd be chaneled through· the" Mens' Choir were also
recommCDded kept for MEC's
request . because Wtr'cut all Films Commiteee."
Duplication of money · re- Performing Artists' Series.
areas of . speakers and films
"The Performing Artists'
from other organizations," quests for films by each
SAC
chairperson ·LuAnn organization is then avoided , Series won't be charging for
Mordick said.
students now," Mordick said.
Mordick explained.
Recommendations for all "We decided this area wasn't
MEC had requested S68,185
and ABOG had requested lectures to be routed through doing too well, so ~e'd rather
554,694
for
their
total the MEC Lectures Committee see the public pay the S3 for
is also· being considered to cut an event and get the students
budgets.
The "cut and centralize" duplication of funds.
in free. "
policy evolved wheii budget
ABOG's Issues and An" This insures the students
requests for
next
year swers COmmittee, which has can benefit from the ats,"
exceeded S612,000 and SAC handled such major speakers • she added.
was given only S490",6oo in as California attorney Leonard
Mordick said the Performfunds .to alfocate.
Weing"lasS, had budget re- ing Artists'
Series will
The major· films MEC had quests cut by more Jhan ' 'probably be given a little

By MARSHA WHITE

Hill-Case residents sponsor dinner
for St. Cloud area senior citizens
By -GERI WILKERSON

There was an undertone of
quiet excitement as a bright
orange school bus filled with
smiling weathered faces rolled
to a stop outside Atwood

Bob
Friese, Case Hall
resident and member of
IRHA. The evening began with the
seniors being greeted by thier
sponsors. Immediately, voices
could be heard laughing and

. Ce~:r. ~~~~~~~ ~ooT.~~:n~;ug~~r:e the::~:
Cch has hosted many other "Where's the whiskey?"
get-togethers, ~egan to pulFather William Vos of
sate with anticipation as the Newman Center gave the
old ·and young faces began to invocation and dinner was
intermingle.
served.
GroWingoldmaysometimes
Later, Mike Hayman, direc•
be a lonely fact of life, but for tor of residence hall program~ some of the senior citizens . ming; David Spra'gue, vicethat were invited to a dinner presidenf or' student life
sponsored bY. Hill-Case Hall , development and Diane Kas:
their loneliness was, for a pg, coordinator for continutime, interrupted.
ing education spoke for the
/ Fifty....fiCnior citizens were group , according to Holminvited from the Empire ·and lund.
Wilson apartment complexes
The evening was topped off
in St. Cloud by the fourth floor with entertainment by stuof Hill Hall and first, second dents •from Hill-Case perform•
and third floors° of Case Hall to ing a variety of acts from
attend the dinner. Each senior magic to jazz, Holmlu'nd said.
was
sponsored · by. t.wo
"We owe the success of this
Hill-Case residents, according event to all tl\e people who
to Kathy Holmlund, Hill Hall worked hard to put it together,
resident.
and especially the talent."
Sometitne ago, the four Holmlund said.
floors of Hill-Case decided to
"All in all, the evening
p"ool together the funds they added up to a really good
received from the Inter•Resi• time," said Cindy Sundvall,
. dence Hall Association (IRHA) Hill Hall resident. "Most of
for sp~ial activities, and "do the seniors didn 't want to
something nice for the leave, and we didn't want
com-munity," according to them to."

For Bill Eller anO wife , it
was, "A very enjoyable
evening," for they made four
new friends whom they have
invited over t ~ a r t ment, sometime in the _gear
future, to see slides of their
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•

more (mbney) after the
co-curricular
subcom!)littee
makes its recomme ndations to
SAC Monday.
The co-curricular hearings
are the last budget reports
before the tentative final
budget is drawn up.
Mordick-declined to specify
any figures until co-curricular
tabulates its reports and
meets with SAC.
MEC' s Festival of the Arts,
a weeklong program.Of fine···
arts held once each quarter,
has also been earmarked for
an incrase above its requested
budget of Sll,800, according
to Mordick.
·
Four consultants in the
fields of literature, music ,
theatretalld· art work bring art
shows, professional artists
and workshops to camp~s and
work in organizing the
festivals .
"We're trying to enc;ourage
Kiehle Visual Arts Center.
and music, art and English
people to get involved with the
Festival of Fine Arts Commit•
tee," Mordick explained.
"We'd like to see students
experience as many cultural
things 8s possible and the
involvement (in organizing)
can only come with help
throu~he different departments on campus."
Tentative approval of the
19,;7-78 budget is scheduled
for tonight at a SAC meeting,
7-10 p.m. in the St. Croix room
of Atwood.

I'm crazy." Parker said. "Bui
they don't really know wha1
they're talkin g about. · It's a
fascinating sport. I love it.··
Parker bega n his hobby last
fall after meeting Jon Yager, a
veteran of over 500 jumps.
Yager is head parachute
packer,
jumpmaster
and
founder of Sky Products, Inc..
a fledgling skydiving club

;o: e~~~

c
c..;

:i:r:;~:~a. ou~nd~
2
supervision, Parker completed
14 jumps before the cold
weather set in.
;
"So far. I' ve done four
static line jumps and tQ free t,
falls," Parker said
"My
longest free fall has been 10
seconds from 3,500 feet."
~
Parker said he was not :.:
allowed to open his own
parachute and free fall until .
Yager was convinced that he
was ready. Until t ~1.he used
a static line.
On a static line jump, one
end of a nylon strap is tied to
the parachute and the other to
the airplane frame. As the
jumper falls away from the
plane, the parachute is
automatically pulled from the
pack.
" Just coming down under
the canopy is great at first ,.,
he said. "But fr ee falling is
what makes it all worthwhile.
It' s what brings you back.
"The only sensation of
falling comes when you leave
the plane. But that only lasts
for a second or two. Then you
just float. There's no real
sensation of speed. The
ground doesn't rus h up at you.
it just gradually gets larger.
And it's quiet, there is Only
the wind," he added.
Falling in a stable, spread
eagle position, a human body
can reach a top of about 120
miles per hour. And despite

i

SkydlvlnR

Continued on page 6

.

SCS student Bruce ~k looks at the fampus hom an aerial vlewpolnt Friday during the Aero
Club's Oylng rt.des. The club offered rides to anyOne who wished at a nominal fee both Thursday and Friday. At dusk Friday, over 200 people had taken a ride. See page 3 for more photos and an
ut.Jcle.
'
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'Foreign correspondents discuss accuracy
.

-#

alphabet has JO letters.
"Never in my career has a
"It is difficult to associate TV director· told me how to
Is
the
foreign
news between the hearing and the produce a story except on
conespondent accurate?
seeing (reading) of the Asian
This was examined by a language," he said.
said.
pane l of ptofessional news
Being a foreign corresponThe accuracy question was
reporters and student and dent is not ·1ike the movies, it again posed by another, SCS
faculty reactors at a Media is not glamorous, though it is
.
Day symposium Thursday.
interesting , Dibble said. A student reactor Russ Ka1rous
The main conclusion drawn reporter knowing the rudi• ~~ Lebanon.
was that foreign reporting will ments of the foreign language .•
How accurate do you ~eel
show as slanted and inac- would fare better when reporte rs are from foreign
curate if that journalist is coming on the scene, he said. co~.ntries?" Kairous asked.
ignorant of the culture from_,.-; The foreign ~rresponde?t
1 would feel I was damn
which he is recording events . .1s often an adversary, said accurate to the best of my
It was further concluded panelist Joseph Rigert , Minn- understanding," Dibble rethat the editor must also bC eapolis Tribune foreign re- plied. "Truth is misleading all
knowledgeable so as not to porter who spent six weeks in

By JOEL STOTIRUP

i.;::.::: it:~

.::e:t~:/.~t~::~

the time. Truth to you may not
"When
some
Indians
be trutJi. to me, My conscience drowned on the Ganges
is clear in my 25 years. I did recently, · it received a brief
the best job and told teh truth paragraph in the U.S. News
to the best of my ability,''
and World Report, but if one
"Let's just not judge Irishman dies, it's heard
foreigners from our stan- everywhere.
Indians
are
dards," Karious sllid.
people too," Dibble said.
•'The most frustrating thing
"If everyone in Minnesota
for a correspondent is to come whipped off a letter to the
back and have an important editor. we might still have a
story end up amongst the correspondent
in
Asia,"
truss and girdle ads because Parsons said.
Maybe the reader doesn't
the editor doesn't understand
give damn after its all said
the story. ·
"It gets down to our cultural anyway, Rigert said.
differences," Dibble said.

!~:~ ~h~\::'::i:,~:, ' :~:g A~:~stthi,d wodd countries Panelists agree 'global village' has come
0

0
:

back.
One story related by guest
panelist Jim Parsons, veteran
Viet Nam correspondent for
the
Minneapolis
Tribune
emphasized this.
. "r wrote a brilliant, long
10-page article with pictures
for Picture magazll!~.:..... lt was
about 100 American Ouroc
brood stock hogs that were
sent to a Vietnamese village.
It showed how local people
bought and sold pigs and
gossiped along the way. They
had no TV or newspaper, thus
the sale of the animals was a
functional thing for communication," Parsons said.

view the foreign reporter as
either an enemy or as a By JOEL STf!ITRUP
foreign avenue to get across
its own viewpoint, " Rigert
"Imagine
everyone's
said.
lives ... surrounded by a viiJorn Kies.,e , German b~m lage. How can COJl!municapanelist faculty reactor and tions · bring
the globe
SCS language depatl_~ ~ g ether? "
professor, questioned th{
This question who moderatobjectivity of American news- ed a Media Day panel entitled:
papers.
"The Global Village-Has it
"American '
newspapers Arrived?"
pride themselves on indepenThe problem of mingling
dent objectivism, but I would international students with
doubt this," Kiese said. those of other cultures at the
"American newspapers exist College of St. Benedict(CSB)
within the economic system.' ' was explained by panelist Sr.
The l'llajority of newspapers Mary Anthony Wagner.
here are forced by market
"It seemed frustrating to

polluting fallout clouds, war to be ourselves," Paramo
and the frantic search for added.
fossil fuels, according to
Paramo also criticized the
Shafer.
film s that Americans see
Shafer illustrated the com- about Columbia.
municatjons network of Cargill ..
" I saw a film at .:JiP.(;h High
in Minnetonka , an animal feed School in 1975 that ·showed us
company which ranks 12th on people still living in trees, "
the Fortune 500 list and has she said.
offices in 37 countries.
Lucie Wong , SCS junior
"If India wants to sell grain from Hong Kong, offered
to Australia, it communicates · another view.
,
with Minnetonka for the
" In the small city where I
tiansa~if>_n.: I'm not sure was from, the people admire
everyone wants to be brought America a lot. I feel the global
together to pay homage to village is happening," Wong
such multi-nationals such as said.
"Our Columbian families
Cargill," Shafer said.
,
The U.S. controls most of are so close and dependent on
ed~=~~:
:~~:!~~n
~~:~n interest •!~~a~0lnt~~:tio:~!hstu:i!: the global village. "The each other and here at 16 the
human' interest items, leaving
"Is there something wrong cultures," Wagner said. It Flintstones," a TV cartoon kid gets in his c~r and takes
in only the killing of the hogs. with human interest?" Dibble was originally structured so series, is broadcast to remote off," Paramo said.
'' But if you own a car, you
The culture of the village was replied.
these students . would be corners of the world, Shafer
can go and see friends too, ' '
left out," Parsons said.
"Every story should be placed one per an American said.
"There is also too much that. The Wall Street Journal home, but that was not mixing
The bringing of people Wong said.
" But we don't see the
political and disaste r reporting taught us that. If Jas~n Davis the different nationalities together that do not mutually
from abroad. There is not buys a pair of shoes, are they together, she said.
understand each other may be people on the way by if we're
enough
reporters
abroad imported? If so, how many
So Wagner established the dangerous. The rapid trend in driving. We become such an
sensitive to different cul- Americans would be put out of International House at CSB. It the third world countries is to independent person, separate
tures ," Parsons said.
work. There are too many is divided into apartments gain back the control of mass from people. We do not have
communication
with
The dangers of foreign stories told in staid, cold where not more than two of media""if'crm inance by the U.S. real
them, " Paramo said /
reporting and how govern- economic terms," Dibble said. any one Culture live together Shafer said.
Global communication may
ments sometimes react to
" The b!iOders are not the in an apartment. It is a part
Panelist William Weinatrocities and reporting was editorial page or the pub- of communicatio~g. tra'iib, di.rector of National still not alleviate the world's
graphically portrayed by an lishet s but our own lirpitations The International students Film Board of Canada, said he problems, but only make them
experience of panelist Jason as reporters. Are we ethno- and the American students does not agree with Marshall more apparent, as Shafer
Davis, KSTP-TV reporter.
centric-middle-class reporters sense a growth of understand- McOuhan, the "guru of illustrated.
Davis , Australia~ or are we hopefully becoming ing because of it, Wagner communication who says the
"Technology broadens the
gap between the hay_es and
Q\llWeller in 63 countries , told a new •>f;Wed learning other said.
message is the medium. "
of his near death assignment languages and cultures,''
The global village has arrive
"1 think the message is the the have nots because the
• to cover events in Timorese in Parsons added about slanting in Becker, according to message and the hardware is haves can bet1e~ use it. After
Indonesia . Davis was schedul- foreign stories.
panelist Jon Shafer of the lamentably pushing people 100 years of the telephone,
ed to go, but his wife
"College should be prepar- Telecommunications Metro- apart. The aim is to create there is still socioeconomic
presented him with a child and ing us to go beyond our own politan Council. Because of' national sentiment where variations in access to the
said.
so five TV newsman left small communities," Dibble Satellite Earth Stations pro- none existed befote in a telephone,"
In three cerisus tracts in the
without him.
added.
gra·lnming, St. Cloud citizens fragmented society," Wein"The newsmen painted the
SCS Student panel reactor may receive Atlanta television traub sit.id. "We were much metro area, SO percent of th
word press in two-foot high Rafat Abykhdeir, Pale~ ations, Shafer said---closer to being !l,.&klbal village households do not have
white let1ers on the side of reacted to the reporting bias
" Maybe tomorrow it will be in medieval Europe with the phones. Native Americans..and.
....Blacks make up a high
their headquarters shack in question.
Cuba or India. It illustrates universal l,.atin language.''
timor," Davis said. "lndone:
"In Chicago last summer, that we have the hardware for
Sometimes the ~ g ' e percentage in those tracts,
sians pi:rtfed the crew outside, asl watch TV, every evening I an intemational network. It's brought into foreign countries Shafer said.
Technology depersonalizes .
lined them up against the ;,.,.all never heard one single thing in place in our own back is inaccurate as was illustrated
and shot them. This was true about the Arabs. One yard," Shafer said.
by panelist Constanza Paramo us , according to Weintraub.
"People use - to walk
becau:;e they were investiga- night was particularly bad so I
The challenges go beyond SCS
sophomore
from
"ting- an illegal war. The called the station and asked technology, Shafer added. Columbia.
together to the cinema and
" I agree that technology then discuss it on the way
Australian government did why not? Tne reply: It' s just Shafer said he
became
has
brought
us
apart. home . Now three or four sit at
lit1le because it didn 't want to rriy job . What do you think interested in Buckminster'
spoil good economic relat ions about the truth of it? I asked. Fuller's idea: "If we have-the CommJl_nist propaganda in our home staring for hours at a
with Indonesia."
His reply : I agree it' s false." hardware to Communicate couiitry always shows the TV," Weintraub said.
wrong side of America. It has
Knowledge of at lea st the
"The Zionist movement in instantly with anyone on the
Shafer posed the last
made me see the U.S. as bad. qu estion:. Can there be
rudiments of a
foreign this country is very strong. planet, the political, social,
The
films in Columbi a are not interve ntion in tele-technology
language is what helps a We're
very
selfish as economic and cultural probforeign journalist, according journalists. It just hurts me as lem s will melt away and we showing the truth ," Paramo so that people can be brought
to Arnold Dibble, panelist who a Palestinian to read that I am will have a functioning ' global said. 1
together instead or' apart?
"l don't think we'll ever get
was a United Press lnt ern a- criminal," Abykhdeir said.
village."
''The portapack cameras
tional (UPI) correspondent for
Davis replied on
the
"We have the global village together, because I've seen can now go out into the world
25 yeats, mainly in Asia.
question of TV directors today, but f_o r the wrong the little countries COnfused by instead of just crowding the
Dibble explained in a later censoring or changing pro• reasons ," Shafer said . The what is brought to them. We world into the studio,·' Shafer
d~ n•t want anybody. We wa:nt
interview t hat the Asian gram material.
globe is linked through

!n1:nror:::~~~ !~ !~:
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One of the Aero Club's planes
comes ln for a landing Friday
during rides given by the club.
Over
200
people
look
advantage of the rides lo go
up , many for the first time .

Aero Club provides air rides
for students, area residents
By VIC EWSON
large planes last week.
Weather accommodated the
~· -:.-:•-Over 200 SCS students and club, as skies were clear and
- • community residents were the !emperatures sltot into the
given aitpiine rides Thu_?Day 70's. Although the planes sat
and Friday· by the 'Scs· Aeto idle during the lunch hour,""t:
Club.
lines began to form later in the
Charging a minim al fee of afternoon as· more students
S2.50 (j ust e nough to cover began to go to the airfield.
gasoline and depreciation
" I enjoyed the ride, but it
cpsts, according to Aero _Club was a little windy," freshman
members), the club allowed Diane Fick said. "It wasn't
many passe ngers their first that bad-I would do it
.,. ride in a plarie.
again ."
" This was my first time
Not all stude nts were from
up," SCS student Bruce Cook SCS. Two st~dents who drove
said . " I have thought about down from Moorhead State
joining the club , but it costs a University
for
a
radio
lot of money to fl y. "
convention skipped an after•
"I had been in a jet before. noon session for a ride.
but this was nothing like it,"
"We saw some signs in
said a worker at
the dorms , so we decided to come
Turbodyne plant in St. Cloud out ," an MSU student said.
who had take n a ride with two "We don 't have anything like
fellow workers. "It was this up in Moorhead ."
comfortable-su re worth the
Bruce MacGregor, presi•
S2.50."
dent of the Aero Club , spent
Giving rides began last year most of Thursday and Friday
as a public relations stunt , flying one of the c ·e ssnas. He
according to club membet' Rex said he enjoyed flying thelll an
Houserman.
It was
so e ncountered some strange
popular (about 150 fl ew last things.
year) that the club is going to
" No, no one has gotten
do it on a regul ar basis, he sick-yet," MacGregor said.
added.
"But I did have one girl that
"And no one's gotten sick, shut her eyes during takeoff
even tho~gh there have ~ d n 't op£!1.Jhem again
a lot ~
rsHime flyers," until we wereao'wn."
Houserman added.
Consensus opinion of the air
The Aero Club, which owns rides was that it was a fun
two two-seat and two four-seat time and the Aero Club should
Cessnas, was using onl_y tl\e

Photos by Tom Roster

Above, the SCS campus' n"b
end, as see~ by those
rides from the Aero
Friday. The ai,pl
over south St. Clo
of 120 miles pe
right, the 80Ut
campus, with the
Bridge and the M
dome. Below,
MacGregor and
mentatlon pan
lo

Letters
to the editor,
The Oll'onlc:le trlCIOUl'1IOl9 ,._,... to wlcl their
oplnloM ttvougt, l«ten to tM edltot, ~ of
polnl ol ,...., LMt... mua blo typed, ~
aid oontllfl _, ol ldllntllic.lon. LMt.,. wm tia
-m.ci, ID WI ~ Ind 1 . . - nwmbW It
l'lllplul. Allon~ 1en. . w111 not b1o print.cl,
lflt-ougfl may bl wttl'lfllld In OW191n · No
b'n'l l«t• wll1 bl puballflMd. The Olrot1lce , _ _

tMrlgheto-'llltl'lglhyl«t.,... A l l ~ . OIICltwned
1ntotMOm1nlcelMM;ofne1"90ll'Ofllc:le'1prQ9111,lnd
wlll not be Allum«! .

SCS lacks courtesy
for handicapped

available for the stud~nts to go to
Halebeck and work out or participate
in sports. Also, the intramural sports
program will be able to expand.
I really see no controversy over the
H81enbeck addition. Either the money
is spent so the whole student body will
benefit , or it could be spent on things
that will only benefit certain sections
of the student body. Between these
two choices, I am sure many will agree
that the ·m6ney should }?e spent on the
Halenbeck Hall addition.

E;oge~e Lock
Freshman, un~eclded

Travel opportunity
Throughout _my college cneer at '''open to scs student
SCS, I have viewed many instances
involving the handicapped. The
instances
thit
brought
special
attention to me were the handicapped
needing physical help to either gel off
the ground. be pushed up a ramp, or
helped through a door.
Upon viewing those instances I
realized that there are many students
. and,.-! leachers at state who lack the
n~~sa ry courtesy and respect for a

~:~e".~?

~:r~ll~t b5

import3:n~m.inority

In my fir st semester at SC~4-,I was
going through the Stewart t-fan doors
when I noticed a quadraplegic
· struggling t~ get in the middle doors..,
About 15-20 people made their way
around her before someone took a few
seconds of time to hold the door.
... During winter quarter last year I
saw a girl on crutches going up a
walkway slip and fall flat on he r face. If
soon became evident that she could
not get up by herself, and before
someone helped her. a vast number of

:~:~:n:~t~:;c~:~'.ed her by or stood
This past winter I was on. my way to
Brown Hall wh'en I noticed a
paraplegic stuck on a ramp spinning
his wheels and obviously unable tO get
up in the 20 below weather. On my
Way to help hiJ!I, I noticed a group of
students watching him, and few others
passing him by on the stairs next to
ramp.
Even though the instances I have
just sighted are few in number, I have
other such situations related to me .
After asking some students why this
happens, I came up "':ith t";o. general
answers: th~y are afraid or 1t 1s better
for the hand1~apped to learn ~
. along by ..ll&,e,nselves.
To me, tho~e ans:vers are an e~sy
cop out, and 1s a mce way o! saymg
man~ of us are not showing the
handicapped the proper courtesy · and
respect they deserve.
Tom Anfenson
Sophomore, undecided

Halenbeck addition
wo,uld benefit SCS
I'm writing about the recent
controversy over the Halenbeck Hall
addition. I fee l the addition is much
needed and W ill be a15enefit to the
whole st udent body.
The Halcnbeck addition will provide
the room that is needed for the varsit y
athletic practices that are now being
held in Eastman Hall . This in turn, w.ill
l~ave Eastman open for the student s to
play basketball or voll eyball games.
The varsit y ahtletic program will be
able to compete at a higher leve l wit h
the new and better facilities that the
addit ion will provide. The Halcnbeck
add ition will a~ the whol e studcm
body. Much more room will be

I recently recieved a letter from a
Danish family living in Copenhagen
who would like to provide an exciting
opportunity for a young woman
between the ages of 18-25.
Mr. Kjeldsen(a soCial worker) and
his wife (a lawyer) would like to have a
young woman stay with them to look
after their two young children and do
daily housekeeping. In return they .
offer board, private room plu.s $200 a
month. The person wou~j;:'to pay
for transportation and b'e willing to
stay for 6-12 months.
If you are interested and would like
to write to the family, contact
International Studies, Whitney House,
Room2M.
·
C. Robert Frost
Dlredor

lntematlonal studies

Physics classifieds
untrue, misleading
I am finall y sick and tired of the
classifieds each week in The CbronJcle
concerning matter and space . The
April 19 insertion shows that the writer
is obviously ignorant of the laws of
physics and scientific terminology.
First of all, he states. •• ... they l ...tter
and space) are all there is." If this is
true , how would he explain the
transmission of radiant
energy
through empty space , magnetic fields,
electrical fields and gravitational
fields? These are only a few of the
"things" that exist without be ing
matter or space. Furthermore, he
tates th!!, ''the mass of iron is always
greater ·~
that of water." This is
poor use of scientific terminology. He
is probably trying to say that the
density of iron is always greater than
that of water . Unfortunately for him,
this is not always true. If iron and
w,ater are vaporized, their densiti~
can be made equar(according to the
ideal gas- la W). Thi s ~ i n d
needs to brush up on his physics!

Erle 0180n
Fretibmen, physics

Appljcations for
summer
Photo Lab chief
are still
oeing accepted
Inquire at AS 201

Organizations, department
earn praise for activities
It is gratifying to see SCS departments and
organizations work hard and sponsor such worthwhile
events as are featured in this edition of the Chronicle;
In the span of two da'ys, residen.t s of Hill-Case Hall
sponsored a get-together with eldedy people in the
community, the Aero Club gave flying rides for a
nominal price to anyone who wished and the mass
communications department presented a Media Day,
which featured speakers on lnternationa] communications. All three events are the kind that make SCS an
interesting and enjoyable place to be educated.
Not enough younger people care about the well-being
of older people. They view them as being a hindrance~
something to avoid rather then treasure. Those students ~ who took part in Hill-Case Hall's dinner v.ie re privileged
to meet new friends-friends they can continue to visit
after they finish school.
Students, faculty and community residents that went
on the Aero Club flights all said -they enjoyed
themselves and were p1eased club members would take
the time to share their experiences with them. For most,
it was the first time ffiey had been up in an airplane .
Judging from the reaction, it will not be their last.
Media Day has become an annual event at SCS. This
year, an international theme was used, bringing in
members If the professional press who have either
worked abroad or hail from overseas. Insight into the
problems facing foreign correspondents and seeing the
world as one community are just·two of the timely and
interesting areas deve1oped. In conjunction with Media
Day, a radio convention •brought members of collegiate
broadcasting stations together to ·improve their
knowledge. KVSC-FM members and staff worked hard
to present the successful convention .
Too· many times , only SCS's negative aspect is
viewed. One only has'to loo~ at the events of the past
week to see that positive events do occur.

"Maybe
itwlll..

-"-go away."
The five most dangerous words
in the English language.

Americaµ Cancer Societyl
We wa nt to cu re cance r 1n your lifetime.

Talking with p-lants first sign of madnessges
· Have you ever watched your
frie nds and relatives who are
plant lovers? Their actions are
peculiar to say the least. They
seem to put some mystical
powers
in
the
growing
potential of plants that are
talked to. I'm amazed at some
of the conversations that
perfectly rational people carry
on with their plants.
My girlfriend is a prime
example. She might have a
problem carrying on a healthy
two-way coversat ion with me,
but turn her loose on her
unsuspecting plants and she
begin s an oration that would
make
Hubert
Humphrey
sound tight-lipped.
Maybe its the excitement
that mot peOp!e fee l when
conversing with something
that won't talk back or argue?
· ·:.-.-~•Now that studies have shown
. .,~ .. that P.la,ots supposedly grow
better when .talk~d tq,--+t has
given a license ·to 3.11 peopfe to
talk to their plants wit-hout
feeling weird.
I don' t want to sound bitter
abqut having to vie with plants
for my girl friend 's attention,
but maybe if I proved to her
that I was a blooming idiot I
would get more attention.
People develop a strong
attachment to the ir plants,

Whafsthe
Use? bv Mike Youso
which is characterized by the consent to my recording of the
affectionate na mes that they interview we were to have.
call
them.
Baby
Fern , Ttie young man, Tom. assured
Ignatius Igor, Barry Berry and me that it would be alright
Sir Reginaled von Leaf, provided that I wou ldn't quote
ate'1ust a few of the cherished the plant out of context.
titles that have been bestowed
My friend prefaced this
upon people's favorite green- bizarre interview with a story
ery.
concerning his ability to
With these names, people inter1-1ret plant talk. Tom said
begin to develop an ide ntity that he had gone one step
with their plants. Some farther in his research of
students even acheive a language than Dr. Doolittle.
Walte r Mitty relationship with not only could he talk to the
their plants. imagining the an imal s, he cou ld now engage
excitment that their various in dialogu e with plants.
plants must have experienced.
Tom formally introduced me
One ardent pni.nt man ·even ' to the plant, which he ass ured
approached me to ask if I too ,.,·:~~,,,,_was proper gr~e nh ouse
could speak " plantese?" Tttir'°-..ctl'tiuette. I was thus mtroducotherwise seemingly sane man ed to Ralph, the Wonder
claimed that he ~ould converse Plant.
with pla nts. Determined to
It should be unde rstood at
find out if he was in an altered this time that I couldn't speak
state of mind or if he truly to Ralph directly, or so I
believed he could , I consented thought. I thought I had to re ly
to accompany him to his room . on Tom to interpret for me.
Fe igning seriousness, I asked After about five minutes of
him in my most grave voice . listening to Ralph's urgent
whether the plant would plea for the plight of plants in

amendments to the amendment),
reworded, refined , reviewCd, reintroduced, and for all I know . destilled,
bottled , and sold as an elixer.
However, the Qne thiag these motion s
all have in common is defeat at the
hands of the present "sittmg" senate .
Those on the senate favoring direct
election have formed whai might be
termed a " Presidential" faction, while
those opposed might be te rmed
"senate power advocates." The
Last Thursday, the· SCS Student arguments between the two faction s:
Senate considered the question of are at times vague and shrouded in
holding a special election to select the ambiguity. Questions of what the
Student President, as well as making it power of the president should be, and
a perma ne nt part of future campus how a "directly e lected" president will
elections. The senate voted it down. interact with the senate arise time and
As a member of the Stu~ t e again. Without being e ither facetious,
Who~
not seek e ~ to that disscsptctful of my fellow Senators, or
august body, but who nonetheless has inaccurate, I be lieve the question
been privy t!,) all of the argum~nts for being posed is this; do we want a
and against the direct election of the pliant lackey who only acts at the
Student President, I have come to the bidding of the Student Senate, or a
conclusion that it would not only be a president who has some semblance of
healthy way to invigorate campus independence, who can express his
politics and interest more students in views openly and forthrightly, arrtt1low
...~
udent government, but that it is also can, j f h.e feels strongly enough about
ly and
• the only fair way to select the a n issue ,- disagr~
president of the .stude nt body.
publically with the senate.
To understand how I arrived at thij...
I believe the students have made
stunning revelation , it is necessary to
first unde rs.wtnd the present process ~:~r t~:~cet::~rl~r~le::i;; ~~~e~:i::
under which we operate. The ·Student ignored by the senate power advocates
Senate that we elected last Wednesday who are the majority on th e se nate at
will go behind closed doors and select this time. and who claim to be acting
next yejI's Student President, des pite for the benefit of the students, albeit
the fact that t';°o-thirds of those against-their will. The photo poll in
senators
are
completely
new, Friday's Chronicle had an impact on
completely (in almost ev~ry case) the senate's deliberation, but it was
unacquainted with the candidates attacked as " unscientific" by senate
running for the office. and will, on the power advocates.
_
basis of a five minute speech given by
I wou ld therefore request that the
each candidate (plus the usual Chronicle conduct
a
full-blown
cloakroom canvassing) , select our " scientific" poll, since the st udent' s
· president.
voice seems to require some added
That the senate is divided on this amplification to be heard in certain
issue is readily appare nt lo anyone quarters Of the se nate. I would furth er
who has a~nded the past four Senate ask that students wanting to speak out
meetings, · where motions aimed at on direct election of the ir president
achieving direct elect ion have been come to the next senate meeting
introduced. amended (ofte n with (Th ursday, 6 p.lTI ., in the Civic-Penney

Letters

to the editor,

Scientific poll needed
for election reform

underdeveloped nations, I
stopped td think .
_
Here I was. a n experie nced
journalist, being duped by a
man and his pl ant. I thought of
some way to turn the tables
and assert myself in this
situ ation. If Tom was talking
to the plant in the same
English that I used . why
wouldn 't the plant unde rsta nd
me?
·
My next move was sure ly
one of in spir.nion. If plants
enjoyed being communicated
with like other human beings.
they wou ld . by the same
token. be upset with poor
humor. So that was the angle
that I should take. drive the
plant to fl ora frenzy, with a
series of sickenin g puns. I
seized my chance by commenting to Tom, " I have a
theory re&arding plai:its that I
would like to test, involving
plant humar. " I said . Iom
laughed at me and begged me
to proceed.
"Ralph ," I said, " I think I
know the root pf your prob lem.
It seems to ste m from the fact
that you think humans are out
to stalk you." A quick glance
at Ralph coavinced me that he
was starting t_o droop visibly.
I proceeded with a new
fervbr. " Ralph . you may think

room of Atwt,d) and speak to the
issue during open gallery. Otherwise
our campus e lectoral college, the
Student Senate. will swing into action
and make a decision that rightfully
belongs to the students.
JackBJemat
Senior, polltlcal science

-

Campaign practices
warrant removal
If ~
lz can not or will not
represent. herself fairly, how can she
represent the -student body fairly?
When I first noticed her campaign
posters saying, " Re-elect," I thought
th at there must have been a mistake
made. I then checked with Student
Senate Pres. Tom Byrne to see if Boelz
had been elected or if it was
permissable for her t,o display such
material. I was info rmed that she had
not been elected and that she could not
prope rly post s uch notices. Since
attempts were ma'de to tell he r of the

you have good grounds for
your fears but act ually people
aT'e leafin g you alone." A
sudden groan from Tom
convinced me of continu ed
success ..
"It's a matter of copin g,
Ralph. You can let this feeling
really sap you or you can deal
with it fernly. Don't let
yourself feel jaded. Other
plants rose to the occasion ,
why not you? ..
Tears were rolling down
Tom's cheeks by thi S tim e. His
wonde r plant lay on the
corner. a wilted sh adow of it's
former se lf.
Tom. in his sorrow blurt·e d
out, "Why did you do this to
Ralph ? .. I calmly packed up
my equipment and began to
leave the room.
"W hy Mike?" Tom as ked.
I paused for effect .
" Tom, I fe lt I had to s.how
yob ·and all other plant f~a'tics
that attachment to those little
green things is dangerous. It's
a dirty shame that I had to do
this to you but your re putat ion
-was beginning to be soil ed."
With that I left the room
with Tom prepa ring Ralph for
the trip to the big mulch pile in
the sky.
'

error, and ~ince Byrne also knew of it ,
I presumed the mistake would be
corrected.
Howe ver, as Siddiqi pointed out in
Friday 's Chronicle, no action was
taken. Because nothing was done
about it, I am forced to. believe that it
was not a mistake, but a deliberate
move to mislead the students of this
campus.
Some action must be taken against
this type of practice. I, too, feel that for
the good of the students, Deb Boelz
should not be allowed to be a member
of Student Senafe.
Coleen Sykora
Sophomore, undecided

Correction
A lette r to the editor published in
Friday's Chronicle was noted to have
been sent to SCS Pres. Charles
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Speaker says words' context
important to determine sexism
Author Robin Lakoff, associate professor of linguistics ai
the University of California,
Berkley. argues the tenn
"lady" imparts a frivolous
tone, is condescending and
implies that women are
helpless. She believes the
English language is demeaning and discriminates against

woJ:;;~eline

Kinl1-: r1ehrer,
professor at the College of St.
Catherine , wrote a paper
giving her view that words
must be examined in context,
and presented it in a
discussion sponsored by the
SCS
Philosophy
CJub ,
women's studies program and
ABOG Issues and Answers
Committee .
Lakoff said the
male
counterparts for the word
" lady"·-Crc gentleman or lord .
"Gentlemen and lord have
negative -1.Js'es too ," Kinderlehrer said . Genleman farmer,
for example: she cited.
"You say someone ' lords'
over someone," she said.
"That is negative ."
In her paper, Kinderlehre r
said she is not trying to prove

Skydiving
Continued from page I

the
opposite
thesis
of
Lak.off-that language is not
demeaning. Kinderlehrer said
she is trying to prove that
LU.off's reasons do not prove
that the language is demeaning to woffien. Context makes
words
what
th~y
are ,
Kinderlehrer said.
"I accepted to be in this
discuss ion because l firmly
believe we live in a sex ist
society. It would be impossible
to live in a sexist society and
not have a sexist language,
said Mary Craik, women's
studies program.
Lakoff afso talks about
euphemisms. She said it is a
substitute for a word that has
acquired a bl}d connotation by
association with something
UQPleasant or eJObilrrassing.
She said the term "lady," as
compared to '.;~!<!/ ' has a
negative connOtattefn.
Euphamisms tend to trivialize situations, Lakoff said .
Crai.k agreed. Watergate
words serve as a good
enmple, she said. When they
said "a statement is no longer
operative," that is actually
saying it is is lie, she said.

That trivializes it .
·Craik said what she is
against is damage done to
human beings by dividing
them up as opposites-two
sexes. The greater detrement
is to women, Craik said.
"I am willing to agree with
the thesis, '' Kinderlehrer
said. Some languages uses are
demeaing. Proble ms are not
inherent in the languagethey are inherent in the use of
the language with people not
want to demean women ,
Kinderlehrer said .

Is anyone concerned about
the 7 billion cigarettes that are
combusted intb the air each
year in the United States ? .,
ls anyone concerned about
the carbon monoxide , hydrogen cyanide, cadmium, tars,
nicotine and other no:i:ious
vapors e:a:uded by burn.ing
tobacco into the atmosphere
and lungs?
Two out of three adults 'fi"l'"• the U.S. might because they
are non-smokers, according to .
jumping being done in the the Minnesota Lung Associaarea.
tion . If the whole population.is
·' As far as l know, there are considered, thin the statistics
1.:mly about three or four active are three non-smokers to
jumpers on campus," he said. every smoker.
" 1 constantly recommend it to
There will be a meeting to
others. I know it's not for · reveal other facts about
· everyone. It takes a certain health and !Obacco, a regional
kind of person.
education discussion about the
"But I'd really like to get Minnesota Clean Indoor Air
more · people involved. It's Act, today at 7 p.m. in
such a beautiful sport. You get Atwood
Theater.
It
is
such a· feeling of freedom from sponsor«:d by the Minnesota
it."
Lung Association.
~

Easy To Get To . . .
Easy To Drive-In
Easy To Talk To . . .
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YARN
FOR KNITTING
CROCHET· WEAVING
MACRAME· NEEDLEPOINT
MATE RIALS AND PATTERNS
26 FIFTH AVENUE SOUl'H
ST . CLOUD, MINN 56301
TEL.-(612) 251-1661
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fo,!Jl1 a skydiving club at SCS. I

RES;~~t~~~~~~~ Inc.
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Mary Cralk and Jacqueline Klnderlehrer [left] dl&CUH the aedst
munlng of the Ena)l ■h languoao Thanday.

~ ~ ~®rn:1r1ra

Noo-smokers' rights
talk topic tonight

the possibility of smashing
into the ground at such high
speeds (skydivers call this
"bou ncing" or "frapping"),
Parker said he- does not
consider his sport dangerous.
"You do have to pay
attention to wha1 you are
doing," he said. " But if
you're <;areful, you're okay."
Parker added that there
were 42 skydiving fatalities
last year.
~
"But that was out of about
one million jumps," he said.
"And of those 42 deaths, 24
were n ~ is, they
didn't open either their main.:...e
of their reserve chutes. Very
few were killed by parachute
malfunctions.
'Tm in no hurry to kill
myself. If 1 thought that I
mig.ht die, I wou ldn 't do it.•·
But aren't you afraid at all?
En 1 SI. Ge. main a1 Fou,1h
Telepho,- 251 •4400
"Sure. I get scared . I don·i..
think you 'd be human if you
.
didn't. Everytime I go up , I
REMEMBER : Free Minimum-Balance"checking!
think that I might quit-But the
exh il aration that I feel afte r
a jump outweigh s a ny bad
feelings that J'might have had , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
1
before."
•
I

but
believes that
most
stude ni s arc not aware there is

-Photo bv Tom Roster
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PETTERS YARNSHOP
with MARVA MOOS
10% discount on all yarn
and supplies with this coupon
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LASAGNARAww

Italian Delight or Italian Twosome
every Tuesday
·at TOMLYANO'S

Dl.(iONCj
Sao11r

EVERY WEDNESDAY
9:30

WE NEED TALENT

•:~~~~~~-·
Comer of 9th Avenue
& 10th Sl[!el

PH. 251-9675

&
BORTH &SOUTH
OPEN FROM
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
7 OAYS A WEEK

North Village,
1 block-west of
North Junior High

PH. 253-8245
Bull_glng and equipment
designed with you
In
mind . Complete with air
conditioning. We also offer
Coln-op dry cleaning.

Now 2 locations to serie you .
_
CHANTILLY BEAUTY SALON
.adjoining both White Cloud laundries
OPEN
Mon . thru Wed . 8:30-5

Thurs. & Fr i. 8 :30-7: 30
Sat. 7:30-5

For Appointment,

Call 252-8435
or 253-8148 ·

Analytical skills to be measured
through graduate aptitude tests

GREAT FOOD AND
GAMES AT:

Greek Week ·

College seniors planning to
take the Graduate Record
Examinations~ (GRE) aptitute
test next fall will see some

·APRIL 25-29
ON THE MALL
ENJOY OUR BRAUTWURST AND
DUNK YOUR FAVORITE SCSU
PERSONALITY AT QUR DUNKING
TANK. HOURS ''(1 AM • 3 PM
SINK: Vic Ellison, Gary Bartlett,
Bob Waxlax, Mike Hayman
and many others.
OUR WATER BALLOON TOSS IS
ALSO OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
Sponsored by The Greek C<_>uncil

changes in the exam.
A new section designed to
measure analytical stills will
be added to the traditional
,..-CU that test verbal and
quantitative stills.
The change, the first since
the current form of the test
was introduced in the 1940's,
is based on an extensive
research effort initiated by the
Graduate

Record

Examina•

tions Board that showed that
analyi:ical skills can be
distinguished from verbal and
quantitative skills and are
related to academic success.
Students, faculty members,
and administrators from all
over

_the

consulted

country .

in

the

were

vari'Ous

INTEl_tESTED IN BEING A STUDENT
SENATE OFFICER
The New Student Senate will Caucus
Monday May 2, 1977

5:00 P.M.

in the Herbert Itasca room
To elect its officers.
ALL STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR
THE SENATE OFFICES

planning stages of the chaoge

in the exam.
Educational Testing Service
(ETS), which administers the
exam for the GRE Board,
explains that the additional
measure will enable students ·
to demonstrate a wider array
of academic talents when they
apply for admission
to
graduate schools.
"The new measure will test
a student's s'ld11s in a number
·of areas. Students will be able
to show their ability to
recognize logical relationships, draw conclusions from a
complex series of statemepts,
and determine relationships
between
independent
or
interdependent categories of
groups," said Janis Somerville , GRE program director at
ETS .

over a long period of tim e .s nrl
are not believed· to b•:
improved to any significo1n1
degree by intensive study in ;,.
brief period of time."
Somerville also noted th<1. t
the 1977-78 GRE Bulletin ol
Information wil de scribe tht:
new measure and will includ e
sample questions and explan ations of the answers. Tht:
Bulletin is sent free to all
students registering for the
GRE.
In addition, a Sample
Aptitude Test containing th e
same number and types of
question s as the actual exam
can be ordered at one dollar
per copy. Both publication s
will be available on August I .
Despite the new addition.
the GRE will remain a
three-hour test since th e

!~:

tra~~~oC:ta~=~s~~:~ l~e
-;i:~bt~a~:te:~a;~~t~~~d 1:r~
GRE, the new test will use the time saved allocated to the
various kinds of questions.
new measure.
"Three types will be used in
"The same research effon
the analytical section: analysis that produced the
new
of explanations, logical dia- measure also yielded shoner
grams, and analytical reason- versions of the verba l and
ing questions, each designed quantitative sections that are
to test f _,.d itferent aspect of comparable in reliability and
analytical ability," she said.
usefulness to the earlier and
Somerville also explained longer sections," explained
that no formal training in logic Somerville
or methods of analysis is
The GRE is taken ea~h year
required to do well on the new by about 300,000 college
measure.
.
students as part of the
"Some analytical skills are admisSions process to gradrequired and developed in uate school. The exam is
virtually all fields of study, " offered six times a year. while
she explained. '' And, like advanced. tests in 20 subjects
verbal and quantitative skills , are offered five times a year
analytical skills are developed throughout the nation .

DO NOT NEED TO BE A SENATOR
TO RUN FOR THE OFF.ICE
fOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE STU~
SENATE OFFICE 222A Atwood or

call 255-3751
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We're Easy
(To get to)
Highwayc::§:JLlquor Store
1 block North of Country Kitchen

STUDENT COUNSELORS
WANTED!!
Get Involved by serving u a reooarce
penon and advl10r for new otudenta and
tnau,fer ■tu<!enta daring oar Sammer
Orientation Program ■•

Applications can be picked up
' IN 222-G Atwood Center.
Application Deadline • May 2nd.

Playwrights lab set for
premiere of 'Street Cafe'
Wednesday, Thursday
SCS will be the host theatre Coltlmittee of the St. Cloud
Wednesday and' Thursday for Student Association. Later
the first of a series of six readings will take place in
reading residencies that will Appleton. Wisconisn; Chibe done by the Playwright 's, cago, Illinois and Rapid City,
Lab throughout the Upper South Dakota.
Midwest .
The Playwrights' Lab is in
Members of the Lab wiil be · its sixth year of operation.
reading and working with Formerly
the
Minnesota
scripts s ubmitted by local Playwrigqt»' Lab , in 1975 the
playwrights. By the conclusion name was changed and a new
of the · two-day residency, corporate structure was estabstaged readings will be done lished. The Lab has three
and discussions will follow. major projects. The first is a
Actors and directors in the St. Resident Pl8ywrights program
Goud area will be helping which includes stidpends for
with the staged readings .
six writers a year. The second
The focal point for this is an ongoing "open season"
residency is the production of concept which allows playa new play by St. Cloud wrights to develop the ir
ptaymlght Wan-en Green. material through a series of
Greenr!; play .wUJ be perform- public
rehearsals .. and
ed in the Pe rforming ~Art~ idings. The third program is
Cente r at 7· p:m. Wedesday the NEA readings project .
and Thursday. Following each -- , -Resident playwrights for
performance there will be a this St. Cloud program will
discussion of the play led by include Terry Lappin , Joel
playwrights from the Lab .
Thingvall and Tom Dunn of
This first reading is funded the Lab. Persons interested in
by Grants from the national taking part in the readings or
En!fowmc:nt for the Arts seeking more information
(NEA) , Dayton-Hudson Foun- should contact the SCS theatre
dation and the Major Events department .

I
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Arts

One-act play acted, directed,
written by theatre students
By JANICE DE'ITY

have to perfonn in the much Dra matic Arts, in London, for
larger Stage I, " Scott s8id .. an acting seminar in August .
Since the play deals with Green is interested in both
when SCS theatre student controversial subject matter, acting and writing.
Tom Siegel needed a script for Gree n is interested to see how
" I'm really looking forward
his acting practicum.
well it is accepted at ' SCS.
to that since it is an horior to
He asked his frie nd Warre n
' 'Since the play deals with be accepted there," Green
Green· to write something for personal problems , as the said .
him. . Green wrote what author I am in every
Green, Siegel and Scott
eventually developed into a character, " Green !!;&id. "Re- have worked closely together
play call "Street Cafe."
search was simple. I did the on all of the rewrites.
After "Street Cafe" was bar circuit and, although I am
" Whe n Tom came to me
written, they needed
a not gay, a number of my and asked me to write for him
director . Another friend , Jim friends are. All -of my l thought I'd try writing
Scott, also needed a project for characters deal with what is something I had never done
his directing practicum.
basically a
question
of before ," Green said. " Really,
" Street Cafe" has now self-acceptance. People can it takes so little for me to
deve loi,ed into · an acting ·atwllys become more self- write."
"
pra~q.in\.fo r Tom Siegel, a aware ."
.. •Mike Steele, columnist o~·•
playW"ritthg practicv.m for
Green is the a uthor ·of four the Minneapolis Trlbu.ne, will
Warre n Green , a directing · other plays and has collaborat- be at SCS Thursday evening to
practicum for J a mes Scott and ed with others on several critique "Street Cafe" alciilg
a set design practicum for types of writing.
with Barbara Field of the
Mary Beth BrioL
"I don ' t like to collaborate Guthrie theatre.
Several scene changes and with people on writing,"
They are viewing the play in
four rewrites later , "Street Green said. "One singular connection with the playCafe" still has the same bas ic direction can't cofl'i.~•ftom two wrights lab .
.
themes of its original form.
completely diffe rent view"Street Cafe " will be
" From a director's view-: points. "
performed in Stage lat 7 p .m.
point," Scott said, "I think a
Green has rece}ltly bten Wednesday and Thursday in
play centered around the gay acceeted to the internationally the Performing Arts Center. It
comm.unity a nd its problems is kno-.lil Royal Ac~demy of will be fre e.
something we need to be
concerned with. It' s all around
you and I see no reason to. not
comment on the obvious."
Atwood Board of Governors ' Special Events
'' All of the actors in ''Street
Committee will sponsor a macrame instruction session
Cafe" have had leads and
tonight in the Atwood crafts center.
major roles before," Scott
Participants are asked to bring their own yarn , twine,
said. " We've had little or no By W.G. GREEN
FIim review
cord or other strong material suitable for fa shioning
trouble with interpretations of
macrame.
characters. It all gets worked .
If y_ou have seen a World memorized as children. Now
Carol Wicklund, a graduate of SCS will be instructing
out. When you get this close to War ti movie~ th Clint we look at it again as though
the session . Wicklund noW teaches art in -the Albany
actual performance' you al- Eastwood, you know the plot we had never seen it .
school syste m. She curre ntly has some works on display
ways wish you had just one of "Black Sunday."
In this, he is helped most
in Atwood 's west wing cases.
more day ' to polish things up a
The only ..major deviation impressively by Bruce Dern,
Atwood crafts center is located south of Atwood
bit, but you always wish that, iOUhd in "Black Sunday" is whose " Sick American Viettheatre, just off the gallery lounge, across from the
so you just go with what you the -use of two 'bad guys' nam Veteran " moves beyond
mu sic liste ning lounge.
have."
instead of the usual one 'bad poor dialogue and rare ly if
This se~sion if free a n~
public.
"Our biggest problem so far guy' and the old girlfriend. e ver slips into a stereotypical
has been rehearsing in tiny Despite a script which should portrayal.
Stage D when w.e know we'll at best be left to die on its
Keller is exploited. Her
own,
good
acting
a nd character .is , none to her
exceptional dire~ion
by blame, underdeveloped, inFrankenheimer make the film consistent and very often
engrossing.
unbelievable. Her effort alone
Though undoubtedly made was the only thing that made
to ride the box office coat-tail s me think Farah ~
of the disaster movie craze, jors could not play the part as
~ c k Sunday" maintains at well.
least a shred of culftrit"
Robert Shaw, also outacting
political corilme nt . This shred the script , manages to reach a
is , unfortunately, seEn only in level whidtinvolves us in his
brief,
infrequent
scenes, --n"Ollbles while making us
usually without dialogue .
forget the poor writing.
The story , moving from
"Fresh" is the best thing
Novembe r through Superbowl said about Frankenheimer' s
Sunday , follows two terrorists ; a pproach
and
technique.
a member of the Bl ack Beauty is what set decorator
Septembe r, played by Marthe Jerry Wunderlich provides,
K~ler, and a crazed ex-POW making fantastic canvas on
blimp pilot, in lne personage which Frankenheimer paints.
of Bru ce De rn, as they work Sound more than editing.
toward a common goal of mass script not at all.
and
murde r at the Supe rbowl.
impressive acting and direcThat is all the political tion; all these fall togethe r to
statement you ~t ; the rest is
make an evening of high bloo.d
character-st udy and action.
pressure.
Frankenheimcr,
once
again
"Black Sunday" is violent,
Photo by Mlchael Loftus
.
stuck with a script marked for
exciting and senseles in both
One or the members of Daisy DIiiman, which performed Friday night In the Atwood ballroom. the drive-ins. gives his film a
good and bad ways. If you like
The concer1 wu attended by an estimated 400 people, and was part or IRHA week .
touch which compell s us to
Clin~ Eastwood movies you
watch a ./ story we
all
will love "Black Sunday."

It bega~ earlie r this year

Alumnus presents macrame
session tonight in Atwood

.

Fresh directing, acting
in violent 'Black Sunday'

/ .
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Canada's Film Board promptes nationalism
BY JOEL STOTIRUP

short story by Mordecai ger," or "La Faim," was an
Richler.
essay done by computer
The soft sell approach was animation, ma(Je by Peter
evident in the animation of Foldes. The urgency of the
"The Street," as it was theme-hunger as a global
surrealistic, With no hard- problem-was made haunting
drawn lines outlining the by the use of the soundtrack,
pulsating amorpholls figures which used mostly a sound
in soft tones of brown sepia, combination of clock ticking, a
gray and pink. The people heart beating and the theme
were like those in a children's similiar to the past TV series,
book where they just resemble The Twilight Zone.
people. The narration was a
The pfincipal character was
casual soft narration of witty, an executive, ga1;1nt in the first
but down to earth lyrics that few minutes until he leaves his
the audience might have one office to satisfy a gluttonous
time expressed themselves.
appetite.
The closeness of the.Jewish
The shocking element of the
family was immediately evi- film is first revealed when the
dent as the film began with office chair warps itself into a
the zoom-in-and-out close-up secretary and the secretary's
of someone sleeping and the head becomes a pulsating
words: " It was the summer clock and then the secretary
that grandmother was sup- disappears into the chair
posed to die, or-some say pass • again.
..
away. So we didn't leave the . The warping is not so
also to 00\lntCr&ct ·the- mafsive city but...;{ast stayed at ho~~:'.·.t(afflorous as it is deadly in
influence of American culture You could smell her when yOu showing the power of the
in Canada, Weintraub said.
sat down to eat in that hot haves in the world to arrange
to have anything they 'like. It
"Without government sup- summer."
The colors became m6re shows the executive standing
port, Canada would be
swamped by American films, vivid as the film went on and outside a delicatessen window
many which show Canada as the father wiped his forehead and his body stretches around
Mounties, Indians and half. and asked, "Lord in Heaven,
breeds. This might cause what's she holding on for?" It
viewers to think that Canada was a gQOd· portrayal of the
has only backwoods- and· no effect of culture on the
cities," Weintraub said.
personal self.
Though the government
Weintraub explained before
funds the film board, the the next film that from the
- board has a . ~•coqslderl!l?le b.eginruJl.g the ijoard.d!,d bread
degree of autonomy, but and butter, practical films
treason and pornogra°i>hy are such as "How to Build a Hog By GREG ERICKSON
Sell Feeder,'' or ''Teeth Ate
off-limits," Weintraub said.
"I was always interested in
The Board produces 120-150 For Keeps. "
films
per year,
mostly
The Board pioneered in getting on stage, but always
documentary,
but
some distribution methods, accord- seemed to chicken out," Mimi
dramatic · and feature films ing to
Weintraub. The Tucker said.
Tucker is an SCS.senior who
with two-thirds in English and majority of Canadians didn't
one-third in French.
see films in the 1940's until has been involved in theatre
The Board uses a Soft sell itinerant
projectionists since high , school. She is
approa~h. an international brought the films around to a melTlberofthe cast of ''Hot 1
outlook and stresses national- various community centers for Baltimore," which will be
presented May 10-~
ism that is not chauvinistic, viewing.
This will be the first acting
according to Weintraub.
" The projectionists were a
The setting of the first film, · colorful bunch of characters experience for Tucker at SCS
"The St_reet," by Carolinerd)',ilndering around the coun- since transferring from Rochester Community College in
~af, was a Jewish comnffliih§ try,..1 • he ~~
10 lfflSiitteal. It was based on a
The sCCOnd fil.m. · "Hun- the fall of 1975.
"My first quarter here, we
~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• did 'The Menaechmi,' and I
:
: wanted to audition, but didn't
:
: and ended up back stage,' '
:
: Tucker' said. "When I say I
endef:I_yp backstage, I don 't
.,.-!-.1..1.1
:
mean ·that as secondary . The

"Hunger,•· the f975 Cannes Film Festival winner, was
one of three rJms that the
National Film Board of
Canada presented in the
Atwood Theater Thursday as a
part of SCS's Media Day.
William Weintraub, director of English programming for the Board for 20
years.hosted the "Around the
World With the National Film
Board of Canada," symposium.
The three films,
two
animations and one dOCumentary, had theme,s directly
related to the culture of
mankind with an emphasis on
global problems.
The Film Board was created
~:!.•in 1939 with a mandate to
· :.;,,.. intefP.re.t Canada - for Canadians and other n,ptions, but

the corner into the shop and habitation in Vancouver. The
his arm stretches under the conference's purpose was to
counter to gather food.
fund and encourage . third
The soundtrack changes to world countries to document a·
sophisticated mu sic as the major problem of theirs on
man suddenly become ele- film. "The films out of the
gantly dressed and seated in a Habitat Conference had a
high -class restaurant. It is refreshing lack of chauvinism,
there that his never-ending deceitful bragging and distorconsumption of everything tion of facts,'' Weintraub said.
brought to his table , including
The Lesotho documentary
the table cloth, transforms was easy · to comprehend. It
him into an ugly bulbous mass explained in narration the
of flesh , with 10 mouths and water shortage problem and
six arms. The spooky sou nd solution in .certain areas while
track resumes again as he the people dealt with it. It was
tries to grasp a beautiful also a joyful film because it
female shape.
showed the people singing
The man goes home, while completing the water
stopping to eat at every project. It · showed their
chance, and finally lies on his celebration of having rembed. He is a sOrry sight. From edied their situatioll of misery
there he is transported to a of far off polluted water into
land of thin, gaunt looking an abundant supply of clean
people who advance upon him water brought
to
their
with gaping chewing mou_ths doorstep.
-:#'··
to cannibalize him .
The film did, as Weinfraub
1 The
last film was a l said , "offer a challenge for
documentary film on Lesotho, change and social action and
a small country surrounded by participation to give expresSouth Africa, land of Apar- si~n to problems.'·
theid. It was made as a result
of conference on human

Theatre minor cro·sses line between
9n and off stage in 'Hot I Baltimore'

:

C?l.ereS - :
lots ofliving . f- ~e~~~~t~~ei~::rtb:nc~
and
: Tucker was assistant direcJo'Vina ahead : tor for " The Menaechmi,"
:
•

!
!
!
:

...
......
.

~ cut it short?

.
.:....!'••····································

and has bee n involved in on~
way or another with at least
One theatre produ ction each
quarter since.
"Except for last spring.
That' s when I was going
through some discontent with
theatre," Tucker said. "I
decided to get a theatre minor
instead of a major -=- I didn't
have t.ime for a double
major-and I kept my Mass
Communication major.''
Dropping the theatre major
did not affect Tucker's tieing
accepted in the theatre
department .
"As long as you' re either a

theatre major or minor, it
seems to be all right , " she
said. "But it's not often that
someone who is neither is in a
production , either on or
off-stage."
· In the past, according to
Tucker, there has been
distance ~een the actors an
technical
workers
in
a
production.
"Lfst year there was more
of a prominent difference,
which led to discontent
between the two,'' Tucker
said. "That did not lead to a
good working relationship.
."Butthisyear ,there 'smore
cooperation between · the two
areas, and that's the way I
think it should be ," she said.
"I've always thought that

educational theatre- college,
high school, or whatevershould be a total experience.
You have to know all aspects
of theatre before you can feel
at home on the stage."
Still, when Tucker auditioned for "Hot I Baltimore," she
was unsure of what would
happen.
"I just didn't know - I was
trying to cross that line, and I
had established myself as a
technical person."
· Tucker auditioned for and
got the part of April Green, a
prostitute "who is in h_er...1n-id•
JO's or so."
"lt was the mosi attractive
role, to me , in the two years
I've been here .·• Tucker said.
"I finally decided _to try
.

-~~~~~:~r,T~~~~ru:t~:
who had just about convinced
me I couldn't act, but I had an
acting class lasi }'ear whichgai.ie- me some confidence.''
Tucker said she evenfoally
hopes to earn a Master' s
degree in theatre , and would
like to teach.
"Preferably at a cQmm unity
college." she said. "At a
place like that you have people
involved in theatre who are
from a,1 fields, just people
interested in theatre.
" In that situation, people
are mo~e willing to do alt
things," Tucker ~aid. "Just
being involved is exciting to
them no matter where· they' re
working .
' 'I like that kind of feeling.··

Mlml Tucker
./

Sports
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Men's track team wins
'Meet of Saints' at Selke
first and qualify for nationals. 880-yard run. All three
Paul Nelson ran the course in filiished the half-mile run in
The SCS men's track team 9:31.9 for third and John . under 1:58.
SCS also dominated the
outscored three other teams to .sybilrud ran it in 9:39.5 for
120-yard high hurdles as John
win Saturday 's Meet of the fourth.
Grotte won the 220-yard Biehl finished second, Loren
Saints at Selke field.
SCS scored 7S points to dash in 23.3 seconds and Doug Beilke third and Pat Sell
edge out St. John's University Reed won the triple jump by fourth .
Tony Shockency placed
by 12 points. St. Thomas was leaping 43-feet, five-inches.
third with 35 and St. Olaf Schumacher was right behind second in the three-mile run
came in fourth with 34.
at 43-feet, three-inches.
and Ralph Edwards did the
The Huskies captured six
Steve Johnson won the mile same
in
the
six-mile.
firsts in the meet, including run with at a time of 4:16.6 Edward's time was a swift
,. _.-. .. the 440-year and m~le relay and appears to be reaching the 30:36.1
teams.
form he had when he won the
Dan Severson and John
Br.uoe
Grotte,
Darwin Northern lnte'rcollegiate Cot'i- Butula were second and third
Jones ,~¥ike Scb_urita.Gb_e_r and ference outdoor title in t!)e ~,.r~_spectively in the javelin
Scott Lapham combined their mile last season and ..,.w'tt'i'~i'throw, with Severson chucking
talents for a first placc"ib the named to the All-AmeriCan the spear 175-feet, six-inches
440-yard relay with a time of team as a miler.
and Butula 172-feet, nine44.5 seconds.
"Steve hasn't even come inches.
In the mile relay, Lapham , close to his peak yet," coach
The Versitile John Biehl, a
Ken Lewis, Steve Reed and Bob Waxlax said. " He hasn't decathlon competitor, went
Mark Grelsen woo in a ti~e of reached his full potential as a over the high jump bar at
3'28.3.
runner." ~
six-feet, four inches to take
Dave
Renneisen
sped
Steve Reed, Grelson and second in the meet, while
through
the
3,000-meter Johnson placed second, third Schumacher took third in the
steeplechace in 9:19.4 to take and fourth respectively in the long jump by leaping 20-feet,
eight-inches.
Laphilm finished seco,d
and Lewis third in the
440-yard dash. Lapham stopped the clock at 52.2 and
Lewis at' 52.6 seconds. Jones
finished third in the 100-yard
dash in a time of 10.4.
Tuesday SCS will host North
Dakota.State University in a 3
p.m. meet at Se~e field .
By DAN GRISWOLD

We're
counting
on
you.

Two SCS runners seek
unlike goals in marathon
By JOHN MIKES

finish, " Boles said.
Twenty-six miles, 365 yards , Toward that end, Boles says
is a long way to run .
he has logged over 500
But two members of the training miles in the last five
SCS men's track team head to :::k;i :~~~~gest si.ngle run
the Drake Relays in Des
Moines, Iowa Thursday with
"I f~lt good on that run.
every intention of doing just Strong and relaxed . If I can
that.
keep that going for five more
Bill Boles and Bob Kremer miles, I think I'll do alright,"
wil run in the marathon he added .
Saturday, o~e of the toughest
Weather could play a role in
tests of mind and body yet the fortunes of both men and
devised by man in the name of they are hoping for contrastsport.
ing running environments,
Last year's Drake marathon Kremer for rain and Boles for
attracted 290 sta,rters. Only sun.
170 finished the hilly coursP. in
''I hope it rains like it did
cold, rainy weather. One of last year," Kremer said. "I'd
those finishers was Kremer, like to see rain and about a 55
who placed 31st with a time of degree temper~ture. I breathe
two hours and 46 minutes in better when it's rainy and
his ~rst marathon.
cool."
"This,Year, I'd like to_break . . "I want a sulltjllf,- warm
into the top twenty," Kremer day," Bol;:s said. "I'd rather
said Saturday at the Meet of run in warm weather. The
the Saints. "I think it'll take a warmer it is, the better I like
2:38 to do it."
it."
Kremer was forced to stop , But discounting what the
only once last year, he said, weather is, why would anyone
and
that
was
for
an want to run 26 miles?
emergen~..
"All distance runners want
"I st~J)ped at the 17-mile to nin a marathon someday ,"
mark to find a bathroom. That Kremer said. "It's that 'why
took me about a minute. My climb a mountain' thing I
only other problem was a side guess. You just want to do it ."
ache that 1 got at about the 21
"I've always wanted to run
mile mark . I had to finish with one," Boles said. "Not too
that.''
many people ever run a
For Boles, ~ this wil~ be his m?rathqn. Those that do, want
first marathon and , unlike to see how far and how fast
Kremer, he said he is not they can go."
shooting for any specific time.
Both Kremer and Boles
"I just want to finish. I should know the answer to
would like to break 2:50, but that one sometime around
~y main plan is just to noon Saturday.

• J,,h,n W;11•r..·. K ,r..,r., rICru:,:,J,:Ch:i,rm.1n

--

,;he Good Neighbor:

is pregnancy
your number
one preblem?

·c all birthright
you've goJ
a friend!
.253-4848
confidential help
free pregnancy test
rap sessions wed. p .m.

The way it stands today, one American out of four will
someday have cancer. That means it will strike some member in
two out of three Am erican families .
·
To cha'!ge those statistics we ha ve to bri~g the promise of
resea rch to evcryday-reattty. And to expand our detection program
and techniques . And th a t takes money. Lots of money. Money we
won't have- unless you help us.
·
The ~m~rican Cancer Society will never give up lhc fight. ~
May be w~ II fmd the a nswers even without your li:elp. But don'i
bet your life on it.
,

Am~ri~u~~;"s~~i~tvl
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SCS sweeps Southwest with pitching, clutch hits
Bf DAN GRISWOLD

scoring with a two•run homer charged a nd a ppeared to have clubbed five hits off the doesn't bun to be a great
in the sixth inning. With one measured for the out.
rapidly tiring Stubbs.
athlete , either .
Two stellar pitching pe r- out, third · baseman Chuck
But at the last instant he
In the bottom of the seventh
" Frericks is strong ," he
formances and two dramatic Engel singled to center field ducked out of the way of the and the score still 3-2, leadoff continued. "He's fast, has
Vierzba
doubled . good eyesight and great
late-inning rallies gave the and J acobson followed with a oncoming ball , apparently batter
SCS baseball team a sweep of 350-foot blast over the losing it -in the bright Grewe then cracked a double coordination. I suppose you
their .four-game series with right-field fence .
late-aft ernoon sun setting off the fence in right-center could call that luck."
field to score the tying run .
Southwest St8te last weekend.
SCS had to assemble a directly behind home plate .
Frericks, who is also a
The four wins vaulted the three-run rS.Uy in the bottom
" I had my glove up to shade
Frericks was ·intentionally defensive back and co-captain
Huskies into a tie for first of the seventh inning to win my eyes. " Schlagel said, " but walked, but Southwest reliev- for the SCS football team,
place " in
the
Northern the nightcap.
the ball was right in the sun." e r Brian Lucker retired th e collected seven hits in 15 at
Intercollegiate
Conference
With Southwest leading 4-2
Doug Lemke, 1-1, relieved next three batters to se nd the bats during the series,
with both Winona State and and the Huskies down to .their • Przybilski and got the win for game into extra innings.
including two doubles, a triple
the University of Minnesota- last two outs of the ,game, - SCS. Boe was the loser,
Grewe started the SCS ninth and six runs batted in. Grewe
Monis. All three have. 8-4 shortstop Bob Hegman sing!- pitching the entire game and inning with a swinging-bunt went six for 15 at the plate
conference records.w·ed sharply to right field.
giving up nine hits , two walks single . Frtricks, the next with fi ve RBI 's.
Pitcher Dave Mingo fired a
After Schlagel fl ew out to and striking out four.
batter, sent a long drive over
"Rick Grewe is one of the
shutout in the opening game center, shortstop Gerey VierzSaturday, Joel Peterson of the head of the center fielder best baseball players we"ve
Friday and'Jocl Peterson gave ba stroked a soft line drive _SCS gave up only two hits and to score Grewe with the had here at SCS," said Noel
up only two hits in Saturday's single to right, sendi~g one earned run as the Huskies winning run and sent a Olson, men' s athletic director.
opener, a 6-2 SCS win.
Hegman to second. Both won the day's opener 6-2.
dejected group of baseball "And Gary Frericks may be
Outfielders Gary Frericks runners advanced when one of
Three errors by Southwest players back to Marshall .
the best all-around athlete in
and Rick Grewe each supplied Southwest starter Brian Boe's gave SCS its first two runs.
"When it's really tough , our school right now."
key hits in both SCS pitches went into the dirt a nd Vierzba singled to lead off the that's when they seem to
During the fou r games, SCS
comebacks, one a 5-4 win in by the catcher to the backstop. first and Grewe reached base · perform the best ,'' SCS Coach hit . JO◄ as a team.
Friday's second game and the
Grewe tied the score when on an error by the shortstop. Jim Stanek said of his · two
"We're a good club but we
other a ◄ -3 extra-inning win in he knocked in both runners
One out later, Vierzba outfielders.
haven't been playing up to our
th~ ~ries finaJe.
witli a single to center and scored-when designated hitter
Mingo .allo~ed.Jl{!_ly three advanced all the way to thjr~,.... J._ohn Glocge's doubl~ play si~!ti~:e lit~ th~~~"
.. -ra~:n!a~ •~:::~:: ,~~s:-':U~
hits ~ hile · striking Out ten on the throw home .
, ....... --r grounder was relayed wildly to said . " It makes me concen- and really destroy someone
batters in the Huskies' 5-0
Frericks, the next batter, first. A wait moved Glocge to trate more ."
•
one of these games."
series opening win Friday then bounced a single into second and he scored when
"It's just luck , I guess, " a
The Huskies will take their
afternoon at
St.
Cloud left-center field to score Jacobson's
pop fly · fell smiling Frericks said near the hot
bats
and
winning
Municipal Stadium.
Grewe and the winning run for between three fi elders in short dugout amid the post-game · fflome ntum to Moorhead State
The
left-hander
from the Huskies.
right for the third e rror .
cheers and congratula tions.
Tuesday to fa ce the Dragons
Princeton has established
"I wasn ' t worried about
In . the second inning,
"It may be luck ," Sta nek in a 2 p.m. conference
himself as--the ace of the SCS hitting off (Boe)," Frericks Schlagel led off with a triple said ofit.fhe-- six-foot, 180 lbs·. doubleheader .
pitching staff this spring, said, finishing the game three and scored one out later on junior's timely hitting, "but it
compiling a 3-1 record with 32 for four with his only out being Grewe's triple . Frericks folstriteouts , only 16 hits and an a 360-foot drive to the center lowed with a single to give
earned run average of 2.55 in fielder. ' 'I felt good up the re. I SCS a 4-0 lead.
28 and-a-third innings.
was eager to hit again st him ."
Southwest scored a rutf-in
SCS batter staked Mingo t0SCS was protecting a 2- 1 • the top of the fifth on a walk
a 2-0 lead in the seco~d inning • lead in the sixth inning but and a double , but in the
when catcher Steve Knapp Southwest loaded the · bases bottom of the inning SCS
scored on ·a ground out and and Dave Kuhlman , the NIC's countered with a double by
ceDter fielder Larry Schlagel leading hitter at .429 going Engel and Jacobson 's runhit a run-scoring sil\gle.
into the series, cleared the sboring pop-double down the
Grewe added a run scoring bases with a sun -aided triple right fi eld line . Jacobson came
single in the fifth to make it to center field.
home on Schlagel's single
3-0.
Kuhlman hit a low line drive for the final SCS run .
first baseman Dennis J a- off
SCS
ieliever
Dave
The last game of the series ·
cobson ended the game's Przybilski
that
Schlagel saw SCS tie in the bottom of
the seventh inning and win 4-3
in the ninth , with the duo of
Frericks and Grewe supplying
the key hits.
SCS starter Jim Stubbs
Photos by Tom R:lster
pitched no-hit ball for five
innings , with run-scoring hits Rick Grewe and Guy Frericks (above) ·relu: with ·a snack
by Frericks in the first and between games Saturday at Municipal Stadium. Frericks drove
third innings giving him a 2-0 In three runs In the second game, lnclodlng the wtnnln·g- nm In
lead .
the bottom o( the ninth. SCS pitcher Joel Peterson (left] Ores a
But Southwest scored three pitch to home plate during bis 6-2, two bit wln In Saturday's first
run s in the top of the sixth to game. Frericks [below) gets caught In a rundown between home
grab a 3-2 lead when they and third base In the third lnnlng of Saturday's ◄ -3 SCS win • ......,:;--

-~~~e~:
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Bemidji State hosts wilderness program
Preparations for this summer's Wilderness Inquiry
Program at Bemidji State
University's Bald Eagle Cen- ·
ter are as varied as th e
expeditions available.
Staff members have been
repairing and cataloging gear
for the past few monttis in
anticipation of eight. 15 and 21
day excursions into the
Chippewa National Forest and
-much farther north-Canada's White Otter Wilderness.
Adventure and excitement are
two of t he drawing cards BEC
Director Tom Yahraes cites for
the unique 1977 trips, not
overlooking the romantic call
of exploring
a
Virtually
uncharted region.
Those assigned to lead the
intentionally small gtoups via
canoe. skillful compass reading and rock climbing, are all

experts in the field, having
been trained in survival
aspects from shelter building
to environmental observation.
Much of the organization
begins back , at the ·eEC
headquarters east of Cass
Lake. however, .. where such
valuables as puffed · carrots
and honey must be measured
for the days ahead. In an effort
to emphasize a nutritionally
sound yet high-protein diet.
whole grains are taking on
more importance this summer. Brqwn rice and whole
wheat flour are examples to be
included with staples like
salami and split peas.
The majority of the food
comes bulk, with BEC staffers

Who is Walter Egan? for a few licks, call l-800-323-0654.

-----Peanut Butter

.'B·. f)afbm

-

Tarry

BOOKSELLER
11

When It Comes
To Completen~
We Wrote '.IJJe-Book!

---'B. f)Qfhm

.~

BOOKSELLER

arid

Fest,va l

An expe::eience that will stick to the roof of your head"

SYNET!J?SIA-4 : 00 workshop
'!Ii the Atwood Ballroom
8:00 performance -Tues., April 26-"If a blind man could be gr§Jlted one .hour of sight he
he should s e ~ e s i a ."
l'iednesday & Thurscta"y

April 27-28

Festival of the Arts in cooperation with the Theatr
Department will present "PLAYWRIGHTS LAB'' which
will include a world premiere of STREET CAFE at
7:00 pin each day, • a play written by St. Cloud State
student Warren G, Green.

Crossroads Center
A_g,:_il 30 1 May 1 and May 2

"6th ANNUAL •ART. FAIR"

'1'his year 70 artists will be taking part in -the
Fair on the SCSU Mall. This years Fair will, provide.
a variety of eri-terl.ainment and exp'tr'iences.
''WATCH FDR FURTHER DETAILS"

~.

-

-.If you have any questions please call
the Major Events Council at 255-2044

NEVIN
Connectl.c ut Mutual Life, 10th largest In
_the U.S., bas appointed Jeffrey R. Nevin
88 · special on-campus representative. A
Business Management graduate of SCSU,
he ls a licensed Life Underwriter
specializing in work~g with people
entering business careers on financial
planning for their security and goals.
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NEED TIRES?!
Uaed tires $5.00 and ap

Retreads

S19 .U

•he•

AD M-.,Or Brands ,Low Prtces

,,. ,,, ,,_,

All Sizes 25 % off
nggeated retall price
Electronic Spla Balance
$3.00 per wheel
ellmlnatea vibration
problems•
we lghta
Included.
FREE Mounting on all
ttandard wheels

Large pitcher of beverage 50c
with pizza order
every WEDNESDAY
at TOMLT ANO'S

The
"breakfast
experts''.

home of the
bagelano

118 S11tth Avenue South

!C

• BEER- PIZZA

RUSH'S22ndCHICKEN
SHACK
& ·3rd StrNI North

SUBMARINES

Eat in or take out

Tire Shoppe Ltd.
349 2nd Ave, NE
Waite Puk, MN

DI.al 252- R-u-s-H
7-8-7-4

Open:

one block east of Plywood
Minnesota off 3rd Street NE;

(Try our Jo-Jo's · you'll lov-um)
9:00 weekends

Open until 8:00 p.m. daily

Tel. 251-0361

1£/~~?9
NOW 7:30

& 9:15

"FUN WITH
DICK & JANE"

Newman Center
Dou,rutain
-FilEE on campus dellv

c~-

c ~ -

TAPP

NATIONAL BANK

, I II_'

PAUL NEWMAN

"SLAP SHOT"

NOW 7:15 & 9:00

R

"THE VAN"

MALL GERM Al N at EIGHTH
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

NOW • 1,1 SHOW AT DUSK

"CHATTERBOX"

Kitchen Help • Grounds Crew
Housekeepers

"DAGMAR'S HOT PANTS"
"SWEDISH FLY GIRLS "

-----

RATED

at

THEATRtr1;' HOMME DIEU

Alexandria, Minnesota
111 SHOW AT DUSK

(Must be eligible for ~ork Study Funds,

"CASSANDRA
C806SING"
· , plul

Con('!ct - Dr. Ronald Perrier __
~partmentofTheatre
210P.A.C. -

~

"THE BIG BUS"
"For l hoM • little

ahead ol Ille crowd "

Don't forget to try our .

-&aturday Night Special

-

Special from 7P·V'· ti! first keg nms out

ST!t.le E1esi@~t ~tiG;Ju0 A WHOLE LOT OF FASHION IN .
A BRAND I\IEW BOUTIQUE
Olistian Dior, Givenchy, Playboy, Yves St.
Laurent, Pierre Cardin, all mean high fashion ...
,rJ
"Toe Eye Sight Boutique. "
An eyewear boutique that gives tree
oojustments, repairs v.,tiile you- wait, 48 hour
emergency service on rrost prescriptions, hours
suited to everyone's needs - 9:30-9:00 daily,
9:30-5:00 Saturday.

ooes

We're located in the Zayre Shopping Center.

,--- good thru M~y 3, 1977

:

! Buy One Pitcher, !
: Get One FREE' :
I
I

I

,.

•

I

:________ __________________
with crupon
· _ J1
For A Change Of Pace ...

Tke Keowt BM
The Friendliest Bar In Town!

1'0~ 14

IAppUcatlons are beln11
taken through the
Stnde11t Employment
Service, AS 101, for
male counselors -at
Camp Easton;near Ely.
Apply today . .
He wW be on campus
for Interviews at a
later date.

GRAND MANTEL
SALOON
& RESTAURANT
.. .brings you
great entertainme~t
Wed. , Thurs., Fri., Sat.

rnurn

''Willow''
plus
Kfeat classic
movies

White or
Pastels

Tues.

rr
. 7RJJl-+. .......I+++-++«

ll

Waist sizes
25-36

N~n~tng

,-..-.-...,...-ul l a.m . to 2 p.m.

Latest Rage I

·'._:;:· Do~nstairs, Downtown

,

?~~

Pliers Pocket ,
Farmers Jeans
Blue Denim
Waist sizes 25-42
LENGTHS TO 36

SYMBOLS OF LOV E

ST. JOHN'S STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS
IN SALZBURG! AUSTRIA, FALL 1977
U 1111yone Is Interested In stndylng In
Salzburg thls coming year, please check the
program that yon would be Interested In
attending and retnrn this form to Jerome
Tupa, St. John's University, CollegevWe,
Minnesota 56321 by AprU 29.
1.-FALL SEMESTER AND INTERIM IN
COOPERATION WITH THE UNIVERSITY
OF SALZBURG
8 credits In German courses, all levels.
8 .credits In Fine Arts, Humanities, and Social
Sciences taught In Engllsb. at ·the University.
Interim on the Culture and Customs of Austria.
($2,500 Includes tnltlon, board, room,
transportation to Salzburg, and short
excursions]
8 Sept. until 4th week of Jan.
':!.:.....LANGUAGE
AND
FINE
ARTS
PROGRAM IN COOPERATION WITH THE
INSTITUTE FOR..STUDIES IN SALZBURG
8 credits In German and four credits In the
_Fine Arts taught by professors and artists
from the Salzbp.rg area.
.
[$1500 Includes transportation to Salzburg]
1 Oct. nntll 22 Dec. 1977 ·
3.-JANUARY INTERIM IN SALZBURG
Training In the German language with
emphasis on conversadonal German, skllng
. Instruction for one week, and participation
In the acltl:oltes of the annual Mozart ·
festival with accompanying explanatory
lectnres. [$570 pins transportation]
Upon receipt of names, addresses and
phfne numbers, we will send more detalls
. and answers of possible questions.
Write -or call: Br. Jerome Tupa, OSB
Stndy Abroad office
St. John's University
CollegevWe, Minnesota .56321

,ii

SEXUALITY SERIES
The St. Cloud State University Honors Program, W ome.n 's
Equality Group a~Alliance are co-sponsoring a Sexuality
Series which is intended to encourage discussion of certain
aspects of sexuality.

----

A Keepsake diamond··f'fff!
reflects you r love in its
beau ty and brill ia nce .
Th e Keepsa ke Guarantee
ass u res a pe rfect d ia mond
of fine white color
and p rec ise cu!.
There is no fi ner
di,1mond ring. -

------- . ----7
I
:~~:in~,;~~:f~~l~~-t~~h::k~e~ ~~;a~1d~~:~J~~;,:n•gn•J~a~:;t1~~: I
styles Special Bonus Coupon save1, you 50% on ~eepuke Bride's Book, I

How to Plan Your Engageme nt and Wedding

you~ complete wtddmg r~cord . Send 25C for post.lgl' ,md hJndling

j

I
St~ IP

-

-

~:•tr::,~\~-:~:~1~-~,~~rl~:~~;,:,

/ ,p

-

-

~;k~\-~01

I
I
I

~~d~.I__
~~~ ~!r:,~~~: ~~:~;
2! JI
__ __ _ __ __
__
_____

The following is a schedule of the series:
Monday, A/]ril 25: Jack Baker and Michael
M'Connell will give a presentation entitled, "
"Equality: The Challenge of the Third Century."
Civic room, Atwood Center, 7:30 p.m. .
..-; i=Wim'nesday, ApriJ.-2--7: Dave Kopecky and Jennifer
Feigal of Gay House will give a presentation.entitled
''Relationships.'' Wautab-Saulc room;-A.twood
Center, 7 : 30 p.m.
Thursday, April 28: Senator Allan Spear and
Director Steve Endean of Minnesota Committee for
Gay Rights will discuss gay rights, including the
bill now before the Minnesota legislature.
·
Wautab-Sauk room, Atwood Center, 7: 30 p.m.

We hope you will b(} able to attend
this series and will encourage others
to do the same.

Classifieds
_
I __
._
...

. l.

....,..._
...... Ada....,.

be plaood..,.,
the telephone, but WIii not be run
untll
la reicalnd. The

,,_,ment

=-:~ ~=.lngpo~

:"!nfo.;
lnHrtlon paid In advoneo.
DNCtHnea tor daullled actverti..
Ing.,.. TNlday noen tot F,....,.

,...., .....

I

COUCH , 115, gNCf condition.
cau Lynn 253-7526.
1174 YAMAHA350 RD, axcellont
. condition , 1,100 mlhN. '550. can
251-7819.
WOMAN'S BLACK winter coat
with with mink collar. Approxl~~~ly size 1~, . '=dly worn .
Celln~~v0•~'f'~2:241~ price .

furnished,

available May 1. Rent lncludu

FAST, CONFIDENTIAL , prolM-

~~~~~..,~~~1':,m181~irt 1':;
access to Indoor pool , sauna.
Off-11.reet: PVklng. can Bob
253--7899 .

~::~·e, e~:~;~:°~ 8 ~np11~r!nn~
oomplellng graduation forms-,
term papers, and theses . can
Dynamic
Business Services ,
starred

J!'!,E~~Fco~~~e';4e1:~i~~~~:
all utl lltlea paid , one block from

~~-~~~,cableTV,parklng . Catl

V~ou;2:11:1~r,:::n~ .sou;:i:

~n;.~:· ~ri

~i:FERENTI W•r a •
~~:0oM furNostalgia Shop authentic dress or nlahed apartment June 1, utitltlea
suit from the 1920'1 to 1950'a. For paid, near campus . 25.ar-0331 after
~~8.;~:d~1. 1r.:e:o:a~~~~C: ~g~·ING , FOR SUMMER In
Cream .)
furnished apartment one' block
MONZA 2 x 2 VI, four ap,Md , fromcollege . Parklngandlaundry
good mileage , excellent condl- facllltles. call 252-6327 or.
Uon. 1975. 1..«1-4588.
252-9890.
FOR SALE FUJICA 1lnglo roflax OPENING FOR GUYS to ahare .
camera plus a utomatic Vlvltar summer and fall close to campus.

~':510;,

N

off-street

~~:~er~~~:~~.G92~ 5t~:e.';~

252·1208.

~/~~n~~=.' '"' "tn Ave. :s.
VACANCIES FOR GIRLS lo aharo
!or summer and fall close to
campus. C811 251-2678.
VACANCY FOR GIRLS to 1hare
summer and !al l, cooking, air
conditioning . One block from
campus, 920 5th Ave. s. Call
252-8533, 252-6218.
VACANCY WOMEN rooms to
share summ er and fall across
street
from
campus.
Al,o
=~:~n;~n~.!v~~;;5~1~rG~i:
253-3835.
·
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

i~: ~~~h:,~~;~~~ ,1~ f~~~~
1

f~llty . Avalleble summer and
fall . 253-4681 .
OAKS Ill, t,wo a nd twq and one
half bedroom apart ments open .
can 253-U22 .
ROOMS FOR MALE 1tudont1

~m_"!;~:::: si~:f
~~~~~~ti~~dto~.;:l~~le•;h:~!
251-6619 or atop a1 1013 5th Ave. taclltlea, furn ished,
iJtltllties
S.
paid . Inquire 626 6th Ave. S.
APARTMENT FOR RENT. Stu- 252-9226 .
.

0
·lo ·apta,tm,·encl
for eonepes,,on

8

The Honors mMtlng ~ aoo
speaker scheduled for Wednesday has been ctianged from the
Civic-Penney room In Atwood to
Room . A-119 In the Education
Bulldlng ; enter through the,.lY&st
door. The meeting begins at 4
p.m. and everyone Is . urged to
"ITien d.

the Eastman ama ll gym . , . New
members are welcome. For more

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11 : AM

FOR ll£E. ■ Ca■flS llltilwy
.,.11 252-9300

papers,

~;~~~•T~~~II

~~9:R ~=G:

etc.

thoMa,

Mark

kind,. 252 _

6 NmTS NEE oheHAOtMw ESd, tooma•,••·
~.?,LA
00 9 81 1
00

~'.~~11o~2~~~s. 727 5th Ave.
SUMMER VACANCY FOR WOMEN to share: cau or see Laurie
at 61 5 5th Ave. S. 252--5-480. $65
per session or 1120 tor both.

fn8:i~d 1~ar~~~~ln~n:ts~vallable,
WILL
00
ANY
TYPtNG.
'""· R398 .
TYPING : ANY KI ND, ..pec:lally
theaes. WIii pick up end deliver.
363-4216.
Et~~UA~::,d ·~:~n•0: :~·~
. tor any lost articles.
WILL 00 TYPING In my homo,
directly behind Selke Field . IBM
typewriter. Reesonable. Kathy ,
253-1679.
WILL 00 TYPING . Call 251--4583.
WILL TYPE . CALL 2N2.

I

E
mployment

CARETAKER CGUPLE nNded
for apartment complex . Call after
4 p.m. 253-3572 .
STUDENTS PART TIME contact
salet offers big money and
experience. For Interview call
253-TT58.

ATWOOO CENTER WILL bll
~~ptln! ~r~1cr;t1ons tr~ugh

..

!~~'!,

.-----P-e_rso
__n_sa_l_s

-----,,i------

H~gh~y•M::ager 'c:;l~o~~- -: o~!:
cants must be juniors and It la HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Frank
r&c:Clmmended that they have had d'Butcher ... Your Neighbors ...
,ome supervisory experience , or HAPPY BIRTHDAY R. B.
student activity Involvement , or Turby- It sounds llko ... two
have been employed In Atwood ayl labtes ...
for at least one querier . TRASH CAN OPEN 11 coming
Appllcatlons are available in May 13! Are you ready!
Room 118.
K-lloor-how ara your "lltllo,
r------,-,,,..---,,,-- little" undies! ? T.T. & Klk.
Aftenflon P.D. HOW DOES II fNI?
ANYONE INTEASTEO In a nude
:':n~~et:Tu~:~J:1 th=~st!:~: ric:~;lla:o~~:~:;ts:~t~: ~',~
Mark McKean, 363-88◄◄.
Sherburne for practice before the
I WOULD LIKE to talk to DOOOla tournament begins.
:!~auvne/x~~~cedol:~1~~1~,:.
~r~~!u y:~~~~:~~ J ..nno.
psychology dept. 255-◄ 147 .
PATRONIZE THE DUNK tank on
GRAVITY OR OTHER ,uch the mall thla week . It 's !or
thlnaa: are not 811:amoles of things charity.
that do not have mass. Gravity ,, -.. A COURT BATTLE 11 coming.
afmply a term
which . la Who wlll get custody of lhe Keds.
operallonally defined (paired Stay tuned.

J--_

~!~~) b~!:: f~!:a\~h~~~~ w:~~
other at certain rates. There Is no
separate thing from mass called
gravity . Gravity Is something

t~~~~T~:10~k!~~ =el~~!
are If you are Interested . blue
tennles.
Want to got LUCKY? Call Tim at

and of co urse our bratwurst sale
on the mall. If you want to gel

Society ol Mnneapolls today at
7:30 p.m. a( the College of St.

~~~:~· m=~gsto at~ ::re~~ ~~~~~~l~n

:'a~Car:r_orGer;'.~~~
'nlursdays In Atwood .
253-2648.
UTVS general ;eetlngs are
department , wll1 speak on "Solar held every Monday at 4 p.m. ln
The Outing,
WIii
Miscellaneous
Heating In Minnesota." Faculty , the Mississippi Room , Atwood . sponsor a backpacking trip to the ~
Affirmative
Action
Polley
-....eenta and the public are News meeting wm follow the Namad/1 State Forest May 6-8.
general meeting . UTVS Program- The cost Is $1 .SO.S2 for gas . Open Statement: The_ State University
!,~:t= :r:!!t:~e:~~~e~~~~nta ming Committee meets every to all. For more Information stop System (SUS) acknowledges Its
Thursday
9-12
Room
10, In the Outings Center.
legal and· moral res:ponslbllltv, to
The Photo Club wlll sponsor a Riverview TV studio . Anyone
ensure equal employment and
talk by a representative from the Interested In helping UTVS la
Delta Sigma Pl pledge class wl/l educational opportunities without
Nikon Corporat ion on '' The Nikon encouraged to attend any of theae aponsor a slow pitch softball regard to race, creed , __29lor,
Systems" Wednesday at 7 p.m. meetln~ and atop by UTVS tournament May 7 at Whitney rellglon, natlonalorlgln , sex ;-age,
In the Atwood Brickyard .
office, Room 127 Stewart Hall .
Fleld. Entrance fee Is $10 and a rellance on public assistance,
11
_ Cqme one, come alt to the
ABOG meetings have been ~~I :tt,;~t::: 1P~!c! 1:~1z!h:i~ ~
;r:~:~~•~:~:;
HomKOmlng mee~ e the &Cheduled 88 follows for spring S35 second place prize. All •galnlt which discrimination ts
7
~~~11:ln~f 1:1~°:s 111~:
~~:~e!~s,
Ce·~j:;;
b~wouSl:an:~~ r::~lbll~~u;fugSta~~eto;a: edr:~

w::: g~~~:

I

!',.;y

oz,

w~at~~::~~

=~f;:;.~ n~

:ha;:~de s~:°'~1:~~
~~sn'-b~~t~1~t~:~~~~8td~)'~;·
~'!!~atlo~ call Glenn or Cindy at _gg~~::i~•u:E:·~ P~~ur~~~~!~
~~~es~:y~fUl11't~RA~t 0;~

Eti~:::r,~~3rE~~ ~f,~~~!f{7:~ ts~;~~;~f

19 SO. 5th AVE.
ST.CLOUD.MN.

~~j,U HELP with

:.o;;~:.;!;; .~;;;;;.;;;~:;;;;·~;,~:,~; ~; :,:; ~~ii ;.;~~1::.~y .~·~::"~:.;::.~r~
i;i~~;'S:~~2-0895 - or

Synchronettq meet fo r open
Sigma XI, the Scientific
~esearch Society of American
wlll hold a meeting Thursday al
7:30 jl..m. ln MS 124 . Ivan
Watkins, SCS earth science w&Joome .
,------------------..

HOUSE.OF PIZ

There Is no superna-

2
~
All ullllt~
paid, central air, furnished , one

c.,,,.r

An Afrkan ll)Mkor, Sosthenes
Nunyakpe, wllt give a presentatlon on African culture today at
A119, Education Bulld lng. The
presentation Is co-sponsored by
the Minority Culture Center at
TEEM.

1M9 gram (June 1976 Scientific
~~-~~lean) .

i;~:~L~o~~mMm:ATES wanted
fo r , ummer. EK!ra large rooms ,

::t~:, i:,i:~~.~611~~

apart:~•~ =
~=b~~
$85 sing le. Utlllt1ei·J fi€itfded. No
pets. Summer only . 252-33◄8,
253-9509.
LARGE ONE BEOROO"' apartment with garage, lumlshed, one
or two people. Avallable May ·1.
$140 per month . Cary 253-5987.
APARTMENT AVAILABLE for
two glrla to share May 1st.
Furnished with garage, utllltles
Included. Near downtown and

MARY KAY COSMETICS. 2531178.
...., ..
WEDDING INVITATION , di••
. cont. Cell 252-9786.
1172 VW BEETLE, A-1 condition .
Must sell. 251-1225 after 5 p.m .
1Ht MUSTANG 351 , automatic
transmission, runs· good . 2553824.
FOR SALE 12 CHEVY . 252-3142.
1171 VW GOOD CONDITION.

earold 'a Ice Cream).

SCS . • Call 393-2427 for appointment .

by glrls for summer quaner !~a~eRl~~eR~~=;a~:O:~:;;
= - :u~~';..5t~~I ~~~~,t~ summer, furni shed, utllltles paid,
251-4068.
n•rklng, $140 both aes 11 k'lns. $170
VACANCY ONE GIRL to share fall. 912. 5th Ave . S. 252-7718
apartment with one other glrl after 4 p.m or 253-6059.
summer or summer/fall . 252- WE HAVE SUMMER vacand..
~~HAVE. s . ovallablo for tho ~~l~l~;•n,~rn11~h~reeap~=~
summer. One of the better Cell 252-3999.
duplexes In the college area. WE ftAVE VACANCIES In tM
Women to ahare with other fallforllvestudentslnanupstalrs
women . $70 main , $65 up . apanment . $75 month Includes
Utilities paid . 253-7673.
utllltles . Call 252-3999 after 5
ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT p.m.
In private home. Appliances , VACANCY FOR MALE to 1haro
garage, utllltles. Available May large, main floor, furnished
~~~Ml . 251~71, 255--4116 .
. a:anment av11llab~e May 1

fe':o~9TAx:-~=~s~:!!
crat $260. cau OAve 338-7114.

l

downtown ,

~~~:oCJ.klng , all ,utllltlea.
VACANCY FOR ONE In nice

Housing

=:~.~·;W.

RUMMAGE SALE, E ~ I
Chureh, ◄ th Ave. 4th St . s: May
5, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; May 6, 9
a .m.-noon .
MEN ' S 21" TEN SPEED b4k•.

~~~~:~so. Cell after 4 p.m.
WOMEN'• CLOTHING from tho
1920'1 to 1950's at the Nostalgia
Shop at Crossroads (next to

Near

That which cannot even In
principle be observed by the
senses dlrectly or Indirectly
by Instrument, does not e1dst .
Even photons have mass, a x

~:C.~ve. s. Is for r~t. Fully · ~~~:Nf~~n~~:t~~b~:l;:~:

BASEMENT APARTMENT for
rent one peraon bedroom, llvlng
room, bath, cable TV' private

month .• Good
VACANCIES IN HOUSE shared

for Sale

&hare.

apartment slng lea $65 month,
utl11tlea Included . Umlled olf
street parkl'!Q - 251 -2116 .
APARTMENTS FOR W OMEN,
summer and fall, close to cam Pus

parking .
~287,Mo~y 251~1~
a~5; ~ ·
GIRLS HOUSING lo ,hare nNr
campus.
kltctien , furnished .
utllltlea paid . cau 251-3598. S50

:~~

. ...._ and Friday noon for

completely Includes heat and
water. Cuiet. 252~341 .
SUMM E R VACANCIES
now
open . Double and private room s
In newly remodel., apartments to

Wednesdays. Committees, excapt Outings, meet In Atwood
222 .

~;~'i':t:~~c~~~~::a~:j }~.,•,.'~m••~ni,,:i,•,"m"e~,•,'"7•••v•~1~co~•mSp•u
,"..:
Ken at 253-6~
Information . ftn
The

Yoga

atudonta

of St .

p.m. Varies by week .
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ANO

•--------■
;~~~~u~~~b~. F~/s:°mm;~; a St .
The followlng Jobs are avallable

lntern ■ tlonol !tudent, willmeet In the Herbert room throuah·the Student Emoloyment
_ Thursday at 3 p.m. Bring your Service (SES) this week :
friends .
DRIVERS INSTRUCTOR- WIii
M ■ rftoll ng Club wlll hold their
train . Must be 21 or older and
elect Iona for next year's officers, have a 1974 or newer automatic
Thursday In room BB 122.,, car. Hours arranged .
Everyone come and vote.
FRY OR ORIENTAL FOODS
COOK- experienced preferred .
COCKTAIL
WAITER/WAITRecreation
RESS- 2.30/hour plus tips .
GrNl WOH Is com ing throug~ HOUSECLEANING- Two daysApril 31, /oln In on the fun . We'll week. Flexlble. year . round .
./

~~~!!v:1~:::t~~:o~~i~nb::r~~~

lectb,,.son. ';;~;.;~;::;,:.;;;;;:';

•
enedlct
r will spoJnsoor
a

We have general descriptions
lor oart time positions from the
Minnesota Department of Employment . Alao llsting
for
summer posillons. Come In and
check our hall board .
If you are Interested In any one
of these openings plec1se. stop In
at the SES office , Admin istrat ive
Services Bulldlngs, Room 101 . 11
a .m. to 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday .

Puahbutton C.....

..tt• Eject-m~,s
changing tapes an

easy, one-han.ded Job.
lliumlnated-SlldeRule Tuning Dlal

Stereo ■• lance
Control

You've got PQWER u~r your hood. • •
Now pu_t POWER in your dash!

~

Powe r-sou nd for you r car·~·ve
lived w ithout it long ~no uQh. T he H ot Box ·
is you r answer.
·
Comp"are the stereo in you r livi ngroom with the c lock radio in you r bedroom.
Th at' s the kind of difference yo u'll hear
between the H ot Box and you r o ld AM car
radio .
At jus t $95 installed·. th e HOt 8 ox
gives you_more power and
more features than any
_
~
· othe r car stereo nea r the
,
· ··
price.l--

yo ur insu ran ce age.nt ·fo r atl th e happy
detai ls.

Remember, your $95 .covers
the Hot Box AND Professional
Installation*!
Wha~ad off your mindJ Instal ling
a Ca r Stereo in you r d as h is a who le
d i ~ r i p from hanging one under it!
T hat's why we install you r ~ x fo r you .
Best o f all, if anyt h ing goes w.rong
w ith your H ot Bo x betw~n now
· ...
and late Ju ly. we'l l remo ve 1t and

" ". :~~ ••• ~ : ;.. <h• mil ..~ ,. -

oen at 55 MPH!

LoOks like Factory Equip,nent.
Saves you a -FORTUNE!
Ask a new c~r dealer how much the
factory wants for an in -d as h AM / FM /
Cassette Car Stereo . YOu·o discover that
~~~~d<?~o~oaxb;~te~Jo~1~~~! same great
.

Anot he r fringe benef it :_since th e
Hot Box moun ts in you r dash like o rigi nal
fact o ry equip ment_. it's virtually lh'e ftproof.
Th at saves you money on insu rance. Ask
~

~ -- - - - - ------'------~
AM / FM/ Cassette Car Stereo

._j
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in lime for summer. Only
at Schaak Electron ics .
.

,--- - - - - - - ~ - ~
"The Hot Box w ill probably
~ta~~~~r~~-~~tfi~~,f~:rs. If

~oeu~~!s~~~~~le~~~~f~toi~ a

H ot Box-type deal g n one ·
that does!
'--------------'
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Installation Included*!
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DowntownSt.Clo.ud,
813 St.Germain, dial 253/IUFI
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